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Abstract 
The increasing availability of phylogenetic data and processing power can lead 

us, as never before, to better understand macroevolutionary processes such as 
speciation and extinction. However, appropriate models are required. Many models 
which can explain empirical tree imbalance lack mathematical simplicity and 
biological foundation. On the other hand, models that are biologically plausible 
generally do not fit well to empirical trees. Thus we present a general, simple, 
flexible and biologically motivated stochastic model that accounts for distinct 
speciation and extinction probability distributions. Moreover we provide two 
general simulation models (symmetric and asymmetric) inspired by distinct 
speciation modes. By comparing simulated trees with almost 3000 fully resolved 
empirical species trees, we seek for (i) patterns on speciation and extinction 
processes and (ii) a predominant mode for speciation.  

Tree topology was shown to be influenced by speciation probability and was 
independent of the extinction distribution. Branching times however were 
influenced by both processes. Empirical tree imbalance was surprisingly well 
explained by age-dependent speciation process with decreasing rate. Extinction 
processes also exhibited an age-dependency but could not be further investigated 
due to lack of available empirical branching times. Modes of speciation (symmetric 
and asymmetric) were shown to play a minor role compared to the effect strength 
of waiting times distributions process. Thus, no predominant speciation mode could 
be characterized. We conclude that macroevolution might be strongly influenced by 
an age-dependent (with decreasing rate) speciation process; and a complete model 
should include extinction in order to portray evolutionary history over time. Our 
biological explanation is that recently evolved taxa occupying new niches tend to 
give rise to new taxa more often than older and well-established ones. 
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Introduction 

A bit of history 
Driven by the observation of fossils from species that did not live anymore but 

had some similarity with living creatures in the present, Willian Whewell (1794-1866) 
proposed the creation of a new type of science called “palaetiological sciences” 
(Whewell 1847). In this new type of science, biology ceased to be only descriptive 
and incorporated a new dimension: the time.  

This idea was the perfect ground to the development of Darwin’s theory that 
existing biological species were linked in the past through a common ancestor, 
implying therefore a common history to all living creatures (Darwin 1859). This was 
one of the most revolutionary discoveries in biology and changed the course of 
history. 

The field of evolutionary biology was born, having phylogenetic trees as a main 
tool. Phylogenetic trees are diagrams of the historic evolutionary relationships 
between living taxonomic groups (Robinson and Foulds 1981). The “tree” analogy 
originates from Darwin’s metaphor to the Tree of life: 

"The affinities of all the beings of the same class have sometimes been represented 
by a great tree...As buds give rise by growth to fresh buds, and these, if vigorous, 
branch out and overtop on all sides many a feebler branch, so by generation I believe it 
has been with the great Tree of Life, which fills with its dead and broken branches the 
crust of the earth, and covers the surface with its ever branching and beautiful 
ramifications." (Darwin 1859). 

More than only a form of providing biodiversity and evolutionary history 
information (i.e. evolutionary relationship and dynamics), phylogenetic trees 
represent the essence of evolution (Harvey and Pagel 1991). All present species are 
the summation of their evolutionary history (O'Hara 1997), and “tree-thinking” 
(O'Hara 1988) reflects the trait evolution, that allows us to reject the “scala naturae“ 
which places Homo sapiens at the top of the ladder (Darwin 1859). Thus, 
phylogenetic trees represent the placement of humans together with all presently 
living creatures (Baum 2008). 

Therefore, “tree-thinking” contrasts with the ideas of: (i) “developmental 
thinking”, which assumed an order of development that was believed to end on 
humans, and (ii) “group thinking”, where the categorization of present species was 
equated to systematics by the belief that species were independent replicates, i.e. 
without a common history (O'Hara 1997). These ideas impose profoundly on the 
way we see evolution and biology (Baum 2008, Baum et al. 2005, O'Hara 1997, 
1988).  

To construct or infer such trees one can use species’ phenotypic traits, proteins, 
DNA and other sequences. Many different methods are available to infer those 
relationships (Robinson and Foulds 1981). Phylogenetic trees can be complex and 
information rich, therefore evolutionary biologists apply statistical methods on 
them to facilitate analysis and evaluation of species differences, evolution and 
characteristics (Felsenstein 2004, Semple and Steel 2003, Harvey and Pagel 1991). 

Phylogenies have been inferred by systematists ever since they were discussed 
by Darwin (Darwin 1859)  and Haeckel (Haeckel 1866), even though referring to 
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different concepts (Dayrat 2003). However only recently algorithmic methods 
became available, thanks to the development of computers (Felsenstein 2004). 
Computers started to be available to biologists around 1960 and therefore, the first 
numerical work on phylogenetic trees date back to 1957 and 1963 (Sokal and 
Michener 1958, Sneath 1957b, a, Michener and Sokal 1957). Those pioneers did not 
limit themselves on using numerical methods for biological classification but also to 
infer phylogeny. Some years later, Sokal and Sneath created the numerical 
classification, making the process more standardized by the use of a list of species 
characteristics (Felsenstein 2004). 

Ever since, evolutionary biology has become a promising and progressively 
studied field. More than sterile diagrams, phylogenetic trees together with the 
nowadays available tools and processing capacities can provide us the answer to key 
questions. For example how evolution acts and how we could explain the present 
pattern of diversity. Answering those questions can lead us to better understand 
long term macroevolutionary processes ensuing possible applications and 
implications to our society. One application example is the growing importance of 
phylogeny and evolutionary mechanisms to conservation strategies (Losos 2008, 
Hartmann and Steel 2006, Purvis 2005), for new perspectives see (Rolland et al. 
2012). 

Notation 
We are now going to introduce the notation of fundamental terms used in this 

thesis. They were chosen following the notation of influent studies (Stadler 2008, 
Hartmann 2008, Baum 2008, Blum and François 2006, Blum and Francois 2005, 
Felsenstein 2004, Semple and Steel 2003, Aldous 2001, Mooers and Heard 1997, 
Nee et al. 1994, Hey 1992, Shao and Sokal 1990, Colless 1982, Robinson and Foulds 
1981, Sackin 1972, Sokal and Michener 1958, Yule 1924).  

Phylogenetic trees are diagrams composed by nodes, leaves and branches (Fig. 1). 
Nodes represent speciation events in time and leaves are the points representing the 
studied unity, e.g. species, genera or population. Branches are the lines connecting 
those points. The node representing the common origin of a set of leaves or 
branches is referred as the most recent common ancestor (hereafter MRCA) (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Example and notation of a binary, rooted and complete tree 

A tree with binary splits (i.e. each speciation event results in two species) is 
called a binary tree (Fig. 1). A tree may contain information on the branch lengths. 
Commonly, trees lack the branch between the MRCA and the root, i.e. when the 
MRCA originated. Since this is hard information to obtain, trees are normally 
considered between present time (hereafter tp) and the time of the MRCA 
(hereafter tMRCA). A tree is considered rooted when one node is identified as the root. 

Leaves represent the growing end of the simulated unit at a specific time, while 
tips refer specifically to the final leaves at the end of the simulation. A tree that has 
extinct tips, i.e. tips ending before tp, is considered a complete tree (see example in 
Fig. 1). Alternatively a reconstructed tree is a tree where only present-day tips are 
included, i.e. tips ending at tp (Fig. 2). Therefore, all extinct tips and the 
corresponding edges are omitted (Nee et al. 1994). See Fig. 2 for the respective 
reconstructed tree from the complete tree in Fig. 1. A reconstructed tree without 
branch lengths contains only its topology and can also be called a tree shape. A 
ranked tree shape is a tree shape that includes the orders of the branches, and 
therefore is unique. Here a reconstructed tree also implies a binary tree. 

 
Fig. 2 Example of a reconstructed tree 

Empirical trees typically only have the present-day tips included, meaning they 
correspond to reconstructed trees. Thus when comparing empirical trees to our 
model, we simulated reconstructed trees. 
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Moreover, trees can be named ultrametric or non-ultrametric. When the sum of 
branches lengths from the root or MRCA to any leaf are equal, we have an 
ultrametric tree. Fig. 1 is an example of a non-ultrametric tree since there is one 
extinct leaf (Fig. 1, leaf 6) that would have a branch length sum from MRCA to tip 
smaller than the other tips. However, if this was a reconstructed tree, i.e. with 
omitted extinct tips, all the other tips would have the same branch sums from the 
root or MRCA (Fig. 2). Consequently Fig. 2 is an ultrametric tree.  

Describing and comparing phylogenetic trees 
Since it is hard to extract information from evolutionary trees by just looking at 

the diagrams, statistics and measurements are needed to analyze, describe and 
compare them. Essentially, trees can be represented by the ranked tree shape and 
the branching times. Thus, trees are classified with two general approaches: (i) 
branch lengths and (ii) tree topology (Hey 1992). Specific details of those methods 
are provided in the following subsections. 

Branch length analysis 

Branch length analysis tells us about the time in a phylogenetic tree, being 
important for measuring the speciation and extinction rates and overall tree age. 

Branching times. Branching times can be classified by the maximum and the 
minimum branching times (Paradis et al. 2004). Those are called absolute values.  

Gamma statistics. Proposed by Pybus and Harvey in 2000, the gamma () 
statistic, was developed so that a speciation rate history could be tested against a 
constant pure-birth speciation rate. Summarizing branching times in one value, the 

 statistic is normally used to test a decrease in the speciation rate over historical 

time in a tree (Fordyce 2010). A value >0 implies an speciation rate which has 

increased over the constant. However,  will normally appear greater than zero 
under a constant rate birth-death model with extinction rate due to the pull-of-the-
present effect (Pybus and Harvey 2000). 

Tree topology 

Tree topology analysis ignores the tree branch length considering only its 
ranked shape i.e. the structure of a tree (Hey 1992). Tree balance, a property of the 
tree shape, is a widely used criteria in tree topology characteristics (Agapow and 
Purvis 2002, Mooers and Heard 1997). Consequently, we are going to present some 
used statistics for this analysis. 

Colless index. The Colless shape statistic (Colless 1982) measures tree balance 
accounting for internal nodes, partitioning the tips that descend from them into size 
groups (r and s) and summing |r − s| for all nodes (Colless 1982). The more 
unbalanced the tree, the greater the differences between r and s, and the higher the 
Colless index will be. 

Sackin index. The Sackin index (Shao and Sokal 1990, Sackin 1972) is used to 
measure tree balance by summing the ancestors of each tip (average path length 
from tip to root) (Blum and Francois 2005). The returned value is proportional to the 
tree balance. The bigger the Sackin index the more imbalanced the tree is (Sackin 
1972). This index can also be normalized for tree size. 

Maximum likelihood of beta. The value of beta (β) (Aldous 2001) maximizes the 
likelihood in the Beta-splitting model. Having the Yule model as reference for 
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imbalance β=0, trees less balanced have β<0 (e.g. PDA model has β=-1.5). With the 
same logic, trees more balanced than the Yule model have β>0. It has a range -
2<β<∞ (Aldous 2001). 

For more details about Yule, PDA and other models, see the next section. 

Modeling phylogenetic trees 
Many models have been created to generate phylogenetic trees. Also called 

evolutionary or macroevolutionary models, they describe processes by which a 
MRCA evolves into present diversity; explaining present biodiversity or exploring 
the expected behavior of a method (Mooers and Heard 1997).These models can 
range from complex to simple. Even on the simplest ones, much is still to be 
understood (Hartmann et al. 2010). One example is the discovery of unexpected 
behaviors and properties on the simple Yule model (Stadler and Steel 2012). 

We should not forget that models are simplifications and formalizations of real 
and complex systems. Paraphrasing Box and Wilson; “…essentially, all models are 
wrong, but some are useful…"(Box and Wilson 1951). Therefore, models of 
macroevolutionary processes are not the reality but contribute to identify patterns, 
main processes and to drop or raise new hypothesis. Moreover, good and bad fit of 
those models to empirical realizations can indicate good approximation to reality or 
particular deterministic forces (Hey 1992). 

Yule model 

The Yule model (Yule 1924), one of the most popular and simple phylogenetic 
models, assumes that each leaf is equally likely to undergo speciation. The 
speciation process is given by a Poisson process and therefore has a waiting time 

until speciation exponentially distributed with rate . The expected  statistic under 
a Yule model is zero (Pybus and Harvey 2000).  In the Yule model, also called the 
Markov model, all possible generated trees are not equally likely to occur (Aldous 
2001). 

Constant Birth-Death model 

The constant birth-death model (Mooers and Heard 1997), or also called 
constant rate birth-death (hereafter crBD model) has the addition of an explicit 
extinction process  to the Yule model. This extinction process is similar to the 
speciation process having only a different parameter, µ, for its exponentially 
distributed waiting time until extinction (Mooers and Heard 1997). 

Proportional to Distinguishable Arrangements model 

The proportional to distinguishable arrangements model (hereafter PDA model) 
states that each distinguishable tree should be equally probable (Semple and Steel 
2003, Aldous 2001, 1996). Therefore, PDA model (also denoted as the uniform 
distribution on cladograms) predicts more imbalanced trees than the Yule model. 
The biological motivation for PDA is the explosive radiation events and the 
colonization of new niches (Steel and McKenzie 2001). 

Bellman Harris model 

This is a much broader and flexible model than the other processes, but lacks 
detailed analytical understanding (Hartmann 2008).  
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Bellman Harris model (hereafter BH model) is a Markov branching process for 
continuous time (Bellman and Harris 1948). In this process a split is determined by a 
given distribution, e.g. an age-dependent process. Each individual event is 
described by the same given probability distribution (Bellman and Harris 1948). BH 
is a very flexible model since it is possible to use any existing probability distribution 
for the speciation process. For example, a BH model can have an exponential 
distribution (hereafter EBH) and in this case be equivalent to the constant birth-
death model. Within the class of BH models, we have the WBH (Hartmann 2008) 
which uses a weibull probability distribution. This model can extend the Yule and 
PDA models by setting the model under a weibull distribution with shape parameter 
(hereafter ø) of one and zero respectively. It turns out that under a value of ø 
between 0 and 1, the WBH fits better to empirical trees than Yule (above empirical 
imbalance) and PDA (below empirical imbalance) (Hartmann 2008). However, the 
WBH as all sub-classes of BH models, does not include explicit extinction (Bellman 
and Harris 1948). 

General model 

A general model is a BH model with extinction. As the crBD model generalizes 
the Yule model, the general model generalizes the BH model. Additionally, general 
models can assume any distribution for the waiting time until extinction 
independently from its speciation distribution.  

Those models can be distinguished in the way that speciation and extinction 
processes happen. In this study we developed and focused our analysis in two 
general binary splitting models: (i) symmetric where for every speciation new 
waiting times until speciation and extinction are drawn for both daughter lineages; 
and (ii) asymmetric where a speciation results in one new species with new waiting 
times, and another that carries the extinction time and age of its ancestor. Those 
models were inspired by allopatric and peripatric speciation modes respectively and 
are explained in more details in the methods section. 

Any general model having a weibull distribution for waiting time until speciation 
will be referred to hereafter as a WG model. Following the same logic, an 
exponentially distributed waiting time until speciation in a general model is 
abbreviated as an EG model. 

All together 

After this brief overview of some important macroevolutionary models, let us 
exercise how they connect with each other. A Yule model is equivalent to an EBH, 
since both do not account for extinction, or a crBD model with µ=0. An EG model 
with extinction, is equivalent to a crBD model with µ>0. Following the same logic a 
WG model without extinction is analogous to a WBH model. We are going to see 
later on, that under certain parameters conditions a WG model can even be 
equivalent to an EG model. Consequently, the WG model is a very flexible modeling 
tool ranging from Yule, crBD, BH to PDA (Hartmann 2008).  

This study and the research question 
Despite the existence of models that explain empirical tree imbalance, many 

lack biological foundation and intuition (Blum and François 2006, Heard 1996, Losos 
and Adler 1995, Pinelis 2003). The opposite is also valid and many models that have 
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a biological plausibility do not fit well to empirical tree imbalance (Semple and Steel 
2003, Steel and McKenzie 2001, Aldous 2001, Yule 1924). The WBH was indicated as 
a good model to fit empirical tree imbalance and to have biological plausibility 
(Hartmann 2008), however it does not include extinction explicitly and has not been 
explored so vastly. 

Despite being well explored in other fields of mathematics, BH processes in 
general have been poorly applied to phylogenetic trees (Haccou et al. 2005, 
Sankaranarayanan et al. 1989). One reason can be the lack of analytical solutions 
due to the nested nature of some of the integrals (Aldous 2001). Consequently, 
simulation and analysis demand high processing capacity and as numerical solutions 
are not present; the use of such models is hampered.  

Therefore, inspired by previous work (Hartmann et al. 2010, Hoorn et al. 2011, 
Stadler 2008, 2011b, a, Stadler and Steel 2012), in particular Hartman (2008) thesis, 
this study has the aim to create biologically plausible models that account for 
extinction and are free of specific distributions constrains (e.g. the classical Yule 
model with waiting time exponentially distributed).  

This study creates and tests two general models (symmetric and asymmetric) 
motivated by biological reasoning. Thus, we expand the BH model i.e. by adding 
speciation and extinction models, with special attention to the age-dependent 
weibull distribution. Accounting for independent waiting time until speciation and 
extinction; two biologically based, simple and flexible models were created in order 
to answer the research questions: 

 Do speciation and extinction processes follow age-dependent patterns? 

 Is there a predominant mode (symmetric or asymmetric) for speciation? 
As a theoretical and methodological work, this study developed and tested 

stochastic models to simulate phylogenetic trees. Two models were implemented, 
tested and used to investigate macroevolutionary processes over empirical 
phylogenetic trees. 

The models developed here provide a flexible and powerful tool for future 
investigations of macroevolutionary dynamics describing the tree of life. The 
analyses were conducted by comparing empirical tree data with several simulated 
trees. Age-dependent speciation processes with speciation rate decreasing over 
time have been shown to be a major potential cause of empirical tree imbalance. 
This finding may be explained by theories involving niche occupation and 
competition and predation release. On the other hand, extinction process has been 
shown to have a negligible influence on topology statistics. 

This thesis is divided in two parts: (i) an implementation and model test section 
(entitled simulating phylogenetic trees) and (ii) an evaluation of model parameters 
and fits to empirical trees section (fitting empirical trees). These two parts are 
addressed separately in the: methods, results and discussion sections. 

Methods 

Simulating phylogenetic trees 
Both models (symmetric and asymmetric) were created and implemented so 

that different processes (distributions) for speciation and extinction could be 
independently and explicitly specified. It is also possible to have an implicit 
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extinction process by setting the extinction rate to zero and simulating only based 
on speciation processes. In most simulations the mean time for speciation was one 
and mean time for extinction varied.  

The symmetric model 

The symmetric model considers all leaves to be equal, meaning that the 
speciation and extinction probability are the same to all leaves (with equal age if an 
age-dependent distribution is used). 

 
Fig. 3 Symmetric model scheme. Top left depicts an allopatric speciation event, where 
the mother lineage is divided (dashed line) in two equal halves. These halves are 
subjected to equally strong selection pressure leading to two equally distinct 
descendants from the mother. Panel left shows the drawn speciation and extinction 
times to construct the tree. Panel right illustrates how, after each speciation, two new 
daughters arise. The first speciation event is marked by the acquisition of a second eye 
(purple creature) in one lineage and legs on another, this last one (orange creature) 
suffers another speciation leading to one descendant with hair and other with 
tentacles. 

In this model, every time a speciation occurs, new waiting time until speciation 
and extinction are drawn randomly from the chosen probability distribution for both 
daughter lineages. Note that whichever event (speciation or extinction) happens, 
the last is discarded. Thus, the final tree depends exclusively on the first happening 
event (Fig. 3 left panel). 

This model is inspired by an allopatric speciation where the divided sub-
populations are exposed to comparable speciation forces. In other words, no 
descendant is more closely related to the ancestor than the other (for a diagram see 
Fig. 3 right panel).  In a more biological perspective, this could happen when a 
barrier split a population in two incipient sub-populations that have thereafter: (i) 
similar effective population sizes and (ii) are exposed to equally strong selection 
pressure. 

The asymmetric model 

Differentially from the symmetric one, the asymmetric model, does not treat all 
leafs equally. Rather than creating two daughter lineages, a speciation event will 
create a single daughter lineage but will also maintain the mother lineage age. The 
speciation and extinction times are drawn randomly from the original respective 
probabilities distributions for each leave. In this way the same “species” can suffer 
several speciation processes as long as the drawn extinction time is not reached (see 
Fig. 4 left panel, stressing two speciation events).  This characteristic makes the 
model more complex by adding memory to the process. 
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Fig. 4 Asymmetric model scheme. Top left depicts an peripatric speciation event, were 
the mother lineage is divided (dashed line) in different halves leading to two 
descendants . One similar and another distinct from the mother. Panel left shows the 
drawn speciation and extinction times to construct the tree. Panel right illustrates how 
the constructed tree looks like. After each speciation event, one new daughter arrives 
and a mother lineage is mantained. The first speciation event is marked by the 
acquisition of a second eye (purple creature) in one lineage and no change on the 
mother lineage (red creature). 

This model is inspired by the peripatric speciation (i.e. a sub-form of the 
allopatric speciation). It can be understood as an isolation of a small part of the 
population, that suffers stronger speciation forces then the remaining part. As a 
result of different environments and drifts, the ancient bigger sub-population or 
“remaining” (mother lineage) is expected to be more similar to the common 
ancestor then the ancient smaller sub-population (daughter lineage) (for a visual 
scheme see Fig. 4 top left). 

Additionally, both models could be related to the sympatric speciation, where 
the speciation occurs within species cohabiting a given area, thus, depending 
exclusively on how much the two originated species differ from the “mother” 
species. On the other hand, it is not possible to assimilate any of our models to a 
parapatric speciation, as that would require a gradient of speciation (usually 
represented by several species), while our models are based on binary splits.  

Programming 

The simulation tool was implemented in R (version 2.15.1) and will be available 
as an R-package on CRAN under the name of MyTree (see SI 1 for package structure 
visual scheme and SI 2, SI 3, SI 4, SI 5, SI 6, SI 7, SI 8 for the R codes). Direct 
dependencies of the package are TreeSim (Stadler 2011b) and ape (Paradis et al. 
2004). 

The symmetric and asymmetric models can be simulated by age or taxa, having 
only binary speciation events. Speciation and extinction were explicitly 
implemented, unless the extinction rate was zero, under which circumstances the 
waiting time until extinction was infinite and extinction was not explicitly modeled.  

Tests 

Brutus, the central high-performance computer cluster of ETH Zurich, was used 
for almost all simulations. Desktop simulations were done when the operations 
were expected to have a low time of processing in the central processing unit 
(hereafter CPU time). Simulations used established R-packages (i.e. TreeSim, 
apTreeshape, ape, geiger) and the one developed here, MyTree. 

Tests were run in parallel and after the implementation of our final models in 
order to improve as well as validate the final model and its implementation. 
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In the first stage, the symmetric and asymmetric models were tested based on 
expected behaviors and general differences under delta functions for the speciation 
and extinction rates.  

In the second stage, comparisons with previous crBD model simulation tool 
TreeSim (Stadler 2011b) and MyTree under exponentially distributed waiting times 
were conducted in order to validate and visualize possible unexpected differences. 
In this case no difference should be encountered between any of our models and the 
crBD implementation. A first battery of tests was conducted on age based 
simulation. A second battery was conducted on taxa based simulations without the 
use of the general sampling approach (hereafter GSA) (Hartmann et al. 2010). 
Consequently, by stopping the simulation after 100 tips are reached, we ignore trees 
that grow bigger and then shrink again.  

Finally, a third battery was conducted on taxa based simulations but with the 
use of a GSA approach implemented on TreeSIm (Stadler 2011b). GSA solve the 
problem of trees that grow bigger and then shrink again by sampling uniformly from 
points where trees had a given number of tips (Fig. 5 red points) (Hartmann et al. 
2010). The ideal solution for this problem would be to simulate trees up to infinite 
time and infinite numbers of tips, which is clearly impossible. Thus, we limited the 
taxa based simulation to stop after reaching a certain number of tips (hereafter m, 
assuming a value of 150) in which it would be unlikely that tree size fluctuations 
would occur under the target mean number of tips (hereafter n, in this study = 100 
tips).  Then GSA was used to sample within the possible trees with size n from each 
generated tree (for an illustrative example, see Fig 5).  

Finally, in the third stage we tested the Yule model and our model using a WBH 
(i.e. without extinction) with parameters that equal to an EBH or a Yule model. 
Again on this stage, no difference should be encountered between any of our 
models and the Yule implementation. 

 
Fig. 5 Example of fluctuations in the number of leaves during a single tree simulation. 
When extinction is considered, the same number of leaves can occur more than once 
(red dots for n=100). Under a taxa based approach without GSA (n and m=100) this 
simulation would stop when 100 leaves were achieved for the first time (red point 
stressed by the arrow). Using GSA with m=150 and n=100 achieves, in this example, 5 
points that are going to be sampled with the same probability of becoming the cutting 
point that results in the final tree. 

Analysis 

After validating our model an extensive analysis of our models behavior was 
done. Several tree simulations were conducted by varying model parameters. For an 
age-dependent distribution these parameters were: speciation shape parameter 
(hereafter øS), extinction shape (hereafter øE) and scale (hereafter k) parameters. 
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The impact of those changes was investigated on topological (mainly β) and 

branching time  characteristics of the generated trees. 
This work is focused on age-dependent distributions for waiting times. More 

specifically the weibull distribution (Weibull 1939) was used, see ( 1) for probability 
density function. 
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The weibull distribution was used since it can assume different rates over time 

depending on its ø: decreasing with ø<1; increasing with ø>1; constant with ø=1 
(Weibull 1939). In order to obtain a speciation mean waiting time ( 2) of one under a 
weibull distribution, most of the simulations were corrected for k ( 3).  
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By setting mean = 1 in ( 2) we have ( 3) for each different ø. 
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Changing k in order to obtain an equal mean is justifiable since tree topology 

and branching time statistics are not affected by k. In other words, there is no loss of 
generality once topology and branching times are invariant to k. 

Fitting empirical trees 
On the 16th September 2012, 9243 empirical trees were cached from the 

TreeBASE repository (Sanderson et al. 1994) using the R package treebase. 
Following, as all types of trees can be found in this repository, a careful 
categorization was done (for R code see SI 9). 

First, trees containing branch length information were separated in order to use 
branch length analysis. From those trees containing branch length, only ultrametric 
ones were used. Second, for tree topology analysis only fully binary trees with or 
without branch lengths were selected. Within those, only trees of the kind “species 
trees” were used. 

Our analysis was based on the observation and comparison of statistical analysis 
of branch times and tree topology from empirical trees against trees generated by 
our models. The statistics applied on the tree topology were: colless, sackin and β; 

for the branching times analysis, the  statistic was used. 
Firstly an age-dependent speciation without extinction process was tested. The 

WBH model was fitted by varying øS between [0.1, 1.3]. No changes were done to 
the scale parameter k of the weibull speciation probability function, since k does not 
result in any changes on the topology, only on the absolute branch lengths. 
Therefore, k was used to correct the distribution to yield a mean time of one. 
Besides using an age-dependent speciation process, øS covered from an 
approximate PDA model øS=0 to a Yule model øS=1 where a WBH ( 7) turns to be a 
EBH that has exponentially distributed waiting time until speciation and therefore 
constant speciation rate (Hartmann 2008). 
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Secondly an age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction process was 
tested for a fixed extinction rate (i.e. λ=0.5 and 0.9). The mean time for speciation 
was again one. 

Thirdly an age-dependent speciation and extinction process was tested, using a 
fixed weibull distribution waiting time until speciation (øS=0.5 for a mean time of 
one) and varying the waiting time until extinction distributions parameters for a 
mean time of two.  

Results 

Simulating phylogenetic trees 

Tests 

During the parallel tests, much of our implementation was changed and 
optimized. One example was the taxa based simulation implementation; it was 
initially simulated for a given number of trees on an age based approach and 
thereafter sampled for a wanted number of tips. This previous algorithm needed a 
high CPU time and was improved by a new algorithm that generated precisely a 
given number of tips. With this optimization the processing time was strongly 
reduced. 

Delta function and the symmetric and asymmetric model 

Using a delta function as waiting time until speciation and extinction has no 
biological meaning, since under such distribution the model turns out to be 
completely deterministic and all resulting trees are expected to be the same. 
However, this function was chosen since it is a very straightforward way of 
understanding and testing the symmetric and the asymmetric models.  

Imagine now that we choose a waiting time until speciation that is always two 
and a waiting time until extinction that is always 2.5. Setting the simulations for 
both models to stop at age ten with the same waiting times, we get the Fig. 6 for 
the symmetric and asymmetric model.  

 
Fig. 6 The delta function test with waiting time until speciation of 2 and extinction of 
2.5 for the a) symmetric and b) asymmetric model 
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Note that the MRCA is at time two for both models, since our root is at time 
t0=0, and the MRCA represents the speciation event which happens two units of 
time later. Having always a higher waiting time until extinction than speciation 
would not influence on the symmetric model, since both new species undergo an 
“age reset” in which new extinction times are drawn. 

EG and crBD trees simulated by age 

For this analysis, we left the delta function and started using the exponential 
distribution for waiting times, see ( 4), for the exponential probability density 
function. 

( 4 ) 
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By definition a crBD model has exponentially distributed waiting times. 
Therefore, a general model assuming exponential distribution, i.e. EG model, is 
equivalent to a crBD. To test our implementation we simulated EG trees with same 
parameters and compared to simulated trees with the known crBD implementation 
TreeSim (Stadler 2011b). Since exponential distribution has constant rate, no 
difference should be found between the symmetric, asymmetric and crBD models. 

In order to obtain comparable trees, the same mean number of tips was yielded 
in all age based simulations. To do so, the starting point was the equation ( 5) that 
was obtained by setting to constant the birth and death rates (Stadler 2008) using 
the equations from (Nee et al. 1994). 
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Solving ( 5) for time we get ( 6) that was used to obtain specific tree ages (tp) 
which could then be used to result in the correct mean number of tips, n, for given 

values of  and . 
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After obtaining the specific age for each parameter combination, 100 and 10’000 
trees were simulated for each model (symmetric, asymmetric and crBD). This was 
done in order to characterize the variance on the generated trees and statistics. The 
models were tested under 10’000 simulations for the same speciation rate (λ=1); (i) 
without extinction (µ=0) (Fig. 7); (ii) with intermediate extinction rate (µ=0.5) (SI 10) 
and (iii) with high extinction rate (µ=0.9) (Fig. 8). The plots for the 100 simulations 
block can be found on the supplementary material section (SI 11, SI 12 and SI 13). No 
difference within the symmetric, asymmetric and crBD models was found, hence we 
obtained the expected behavior of our models implementations. 
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Fig. 7 Equivalent EBH and crBD trees, without extinction, simulated by age and 
corrected to yield 100 tips on average. Trees were simulated with the following 
parameters: age=4.60517, complete=FALSE, distribution for speciation= exponential, 
λ=1 and number of simulations=10’000 

 

 
Fig. 8 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with high extinction rate (µ=0.9), simulated by age 
and corrected to yield 100 tips on average. Trees were simulated with the following 
parameters: age=23.88763, complete=FALSE, distribution for speciation=exponential, 
λ=1, distribution for extinction=exponential, µ=0.9 and number of simulations=10’000 
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EG and crBD trees simulated by taxa without GSA 

Similarly to the age based tests, the following simulations were based on the 
number of tips (n=100). Again, a block of 100 and 10’000 simulations was done with 
a fixed speciation rate (λ=1) (i) without extinction (µ=0) (Fig. 9); (ii) with 
intermediate extinction rate (µ=0.5) (SI 14) and (iii) with high extinction rate (µ=0.9) 
(Fig. 10). The same plots for the 100 simulations block can be found on the 
supplementary material section (SI 15, SI 16 and SI 17). The symmetric and 
asymmetric models worked as expected having no difference within all of the 
models (Fig. 9).  The slight deviation under no GSA for a high extinction rate (Fig. 
10), corroborate with prior studies (Hartmann et al. 2010) and fulfilled our 
expectative under a taxa based simulation with high extinction rate and without 
GSA. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Equivalent EBH and crBD trees simulated by taxa number. Trees were simulated 
with the following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, distribution for 
speciation=exponential, λ=1 and number of simulations=10’000 
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Fig. 10 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with high extinction rate, simulated by taxa 
number. Trees were simulated with the following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, 
gsa=FALSE, distribution for speciation=exponential, λ=1, distribution for 
extinction=exponential, µ=0.9 and number of simulations=10’000 

Changing the extinction rates over a constant speciation rate had no effect on 
the tree topology (Fig. 11 b and SI 18, number of simulations=300). However, tree 
branching time changed (Fig. 11 a). 
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Fig. 11 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with varying waiting time until extinction, 
simulated by tips number. a) gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were simulated with the 
following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, distribution for 
speciation=exponential, λ=1, distribution for extinction=exponential, 
µ=[0,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9] and number of simulations=300 

EG and crBD trees simulated by taxa with GSA 

Using the GSA, on the TreeSim R-package (Stadler 2011b), proved to correct 
previous sampling errors due to high extinction rate on a taxa based simulation (Fig. 
12). In this particular comparison, the number of simulations was reduced to around 
2’000 since the simulation conditions requested too much CPU time (Fig. 12 bottom 
right).  A similar result plot but with less number of simulations can be found at SI 
19. 
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Fig. 12 Equivalent General and crBD trees, with high extinction rate and corrected for 
sampling error GSA, simulated by taxa number. Trees were simulated with the 
following parameters: n=100, m=150, complete=FALSE, gsa=TRUE, distribution for 
speciation=exponential, λ=1, distribution for extinction=exponential, µ=0.9 and 
number of simulations=1’932 

WBH and Yule trees simulated by taxa 

To double-test our model implementation we simulated under another 
distribution, the age-dependent weibull distribution without extinction. For this we 
set øS and k to yield a constant speciation rate and therefore an equivalent 
exponential distribution. Under such parameters combinations our general model 
and the Yule model should generate similar trees. 

Setting ø=1 on a weibull probability density function (1) we obtain ( 7).  
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For a mean time of one, a weibull distribution with ø=1 and k= 1 corresponds to 

an exponential distribution with =1 (Fig. 13) 
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Fig. 13 Weibull density distribution with several shapes ø and with scale k corrected for a 
mean of one. Note that ø=1 corresponds to the exponential distribution 

After 10’000 simulations under equivalent parameters for both distributions and 
without extinction the models and implementations worked as expected (Fig. 14). A 
similar plot but with less number of simulations can be found at SI 20. 
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Fig. 14 Equivalent WBH and Yule model, simulated by taxa number. Trees were 
simulated with the following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, 
distribution for speciation=weibull, øS=1, k=1, λ=1, µ=0 and number of 
simulations=10’000 

Age-dependent extinction 

Exponential speciation with age-dependent extinction 

The exponential probability distribution was kept constant for the waiting time 
until speciation, while a range of øE for the waiting time until extinction was used. 
The mean time for the speciation was one and k for the extinction distributions was 
corrected to yield a mean time of two (Fig. 15). 
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Fig. 15 Density and cumulative probability distributions for exponential speciation and 
age dependent extinction used on the age-dependent extinction tests 

Changing age-dependent waiting time until extinction over a constant 
exponential speciation rate had no effect on the tree topology for the asymmetric 
model (Fig. 16 b and SI 21, number of simulations=300). However, under a taxa 
based simulation the symmetric model presented slight divergences on tree 
topology statistics. For the tree branching time, a strong variation was observed 
(Fig. 16 a). 

Under an age based simulation for a constant rate speciation and age-
dependent extinction with decreasing rate (i.e. øE=0.7) symmetric and asymmetric 

model seemed to behave similarly regarding  (Fig. 17 c). Moreover, the number of 

tips and  had slight deviations when simulating under fixed age of six (Fig. 17 a and 
b). 
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Fig. 16 Exponential speciation with varying age-dependent extinction øE simulated by 
taxa number. a) gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were simulated with the following 
parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, distribution for 
speciation=exponential, λ=1, distribution for extinction=weibull, øE=[0,7,1,1.3,1.5,1.7], k 
corrected for a mean time of two, µ=0.5 and number of simulations=300 

 

 
Fig. 17 Exponential speciation with age-dependent extinction (øE=0.7) simulated by age. 
a)number of tips, b)gamma, c) beta statistics. Trees were simulated with the following 
parameters: age=6, complete=TRUE, distribution for speciation=exponential, λ=1, 
distribution for extinction=weibull, øE=0.7, k=1.58 and number of simulations=300 
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Age-dependent speciation 

Age-dependent speciation without extinction (WBH). 

Changing the distributions for the waiting time until speciation had a strong 
influence over the tree topology and branching times (Fig. 18 and SI 23 ). 

Here, the effect of changes on øS (i.e. for the weibull distribution) was compared 

to the Yule model. For that, we normalized k and respectively  (=1/k) to get a 
constant mean of one ( 3).

 

 
Fig. 18 Age-dependent speciation without extinction (WBH) varying speciation øS. a) 
gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were simulated with the following parameters: n=100, 
complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, distribution for speciation=weibull, 
øS=[0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,1,1.3], λ=1, distribution for extinction=exponential, µ=0 and number of 
simulations=300 

Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction (WG) 

Similarly to the previous test, here we varied øS (k corrected for meantime of 
one) for the waiting time until speciation (weibull distribution) and explored its 
behavior under two exponentially distributed waiting time until speciation (µ=0.5 
and 0.9) (Fig. 19). 
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Fig. 19 Density and cumulative probability distributions for age-dependent speciation 
(weibull distribution) and exponential extinction 

Exponentially distributed time until extinction did not change the tree topology 
for medium (µ=0.5) (Fig. 20 b and SI 24) and high extinction rate (µ=0.9) (Fig. 21 b 

and SI 25). However, the  oscillation increased with the extinction rate (Fig. 20 a 

and Fig. 21 a). The  for a waiting time until speciation with small øS (PDA) and with 
øS=1 (crBD) were similar to all combinations of extinction rates. 
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Fig. 20 Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction of 0.5, varying speciation 
øS (weibull distribution). a) gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were simulated with the 
following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, distribution for 
speciation=weibull, øS=[0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,1,1.3], λ=1, distribution for extinction=exponential, 
µ=0.5 and number of simulations=300 
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Fig. 21 Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction of 0.9, varying speciation 
øS (weibull distribution). a) gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were simulated with the 
following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, distribution for 
speciation=weibull, øS=[0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,1,1.3], λ=1, distribution for extinction=exponential, 
µ=0.9 and number of simulations=300 

Age-dependent speciation and extinction (WG) 

The simulations for a fixed waiting time until speciation (weibull distribution 
with øS=0.5 and k=0.5 with mean time of one) varied øE for the extinction 
distribution with k corrected for a mean of two (Fig. 22 and SI 26) and 1/0.9 (Fig. 23 
and SI 27).  
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Fig. 22 Age-dependent speciation and extinction varying øE with corrected k for waiting 
time until extinction for mean of two. a) gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were 
simulated with the following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, 
distribution for speciation=weibull, øS=0.5, λ=1, distribution for extinction=weibull, 
øE=[0.5,0.7,1,1.3], k corrected for a men waiting time of two, µ=0.5 and number of 
simulations=300 

A higher influence on the branching time statistics was noticed for the fixed 
speciation and varying extinction with k corrected for a mean of 1/0.9 (Fig. 23 a) 
then for the similar plot but with mean time for extinction of two (Fig. 22 a). 
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Fig. 23 Age-dependent speciation and extinction for a fixed waiting time until 
speciation with corrected k for waiting time until extinction with mean of 1/0.9. a) 
gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were simulated with the following parameters: n=100, 
complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, distribution for speciation=weibull, øS=0.5, λ=1, 
distribution for extinction=weibull, øE=[0.5,0.7,1,1.3], k corrected for a men waiting time 
of 1/0.9, µ=0.9 and number of simulations=300  

Both comparisons (Fig. 22 and Fig. 23) showed that speciation rate plays a 
bigger role on the tree topology than extinction rate. This could be reinforced when 
the extinction process was fixed and øS varied (for the speciation distribution) 
changing therefore β (Fig. 24 b and SI 28). 
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Fig. 24 Age-dependent speciation and extinction for a fixed waiting time until 
extinction simulated by taxa number. a) gamma, b) beta statistics. Trees were 
simulated with the following parameters: n=100, complete=FALSE, gsa=FALSE, 
distribution for speciation=weibull, øS=[0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7], λ=1, distribution for 
extinction=weibull, øE=0.5, k=1, µ=0.5 and number of simulations=300 

Fitting empirical trees 
After treating and categorizing the trees from TreeBASE  we had 1710 trees that 

contained branch lengths information. From those, only 156 were ultrametric and 

could be used for the branching time analysis . 
To the topology analysis, 2759 trees were available, since only fully restored 

species trees without polytomies were used for the topology tests (colless, sackin 
and β).  

Age-dependent speciation without extinction  

Using the WBH model, one can range from PDA (øS=0) to Yule (øS=1). For the 
following WBH simulations, the speciation distribution probability was set to a øS of 
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1 and 1.3 and k was set to one.  

Simulating under a PDA and Yule equivalent had bad fits that were below and 
over the empirical data for branching time and topology statistics (Fig. 25, Fig. 26, SI 
29, SI 30, SI 31, SI 32, SI 33, SI 34). 

Under a no explicit extinction scenario, a WBH with øS around 0.5 proved good 
fit to empirical data. The symmetric (Fig. 25, Fig. 26, SI 29 and SI 30) and the 
asymmetric (SI 31, SI 32, SI 33 and SI 34) model showed similar fits to the empirical 
data under those conditions. 
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Fig. 25 Gamma statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with 
age-dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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Fig. 26 Beta statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 

When simulating under WBH, the scale parameter k did not influence on the 

colless, sackin, β and  statistics. Simulating under a scale ten times bigger (i.e. 
k=10) for symmetric (SI 35, SI 36, SI 37 and SI 38) and asymmetric (SI 39, SI 40, SI 41 
and SI 42) no difference was noticed on the output tree statistics. 

Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction (mu=0.5) 

Adding exponential extinction to the model did not change the behavior and fits 
to the empirical data (SI 43, SI 44, SI 45, SI 46,SI 47, SI 48, SI 49 and SI 50). 

Age-dependent speciation and extinction 

For a fixed weibull distribution with øS=0.5 and k=0.5, the waiting time until 
extinction used øE=[0, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.3, 10] and had k corrected for a mean of two. The 
distribution for the waiting time until speciation proved again to be a major player 
on the topology of empirical trees since no variation was noticed on the topology 
statistics (Fig. 27, SI 51 and SI 52). A øE around 0.7 showed tendencies for a best fit 
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for the gamma statistic (Fig. 28). There was no difference noticed for the 
asymmetric simulations (SI 53, SI 54, SI 55 and SI 56). 

 

 
Fig. 27 Beta statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until speciation 
with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE for waiting time until 
extinction (k corrected for mean time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e) 1.3, f) 10 
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Fig. 28 Gamma statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with 
age-dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until 
speciation with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE for waiting 
time until extinction (k corrected for mean time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e)1.3, f)10  

Discussion 
Macroevolutionary models should be biologically motivated (Kirkpatrick and 

Slatkin 1993), plausible, and mathematically simple (Aldous 2001). Moreover they 
should be able to explain or stress main drivers of empirical phylogenetic trees 
topology and branching times as well (Hey 1992). Following those guidelines we 
proposed here two general models (symmetric and asymmetric) with special 
attention to age-dependent processes. Thereafter by comparison to empirical trees 
we seek (i) if speciation and extinction processes follow age-dependent patterns 
and (ii) if there is a predominant mode for speciation. 

Simulating phylogenetic trees  
Before discussing any implication and finding of our simulations we first needed 

to be sure that our models and implementations were doing what they claimed to 
do. Therefore several tests were conducted.  First, the asymmetric and symmetric 
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nature of our two models were examined. Using a delta function we proved that 
these models behaved as expected (Fig. 6).  

On a second stage we tested both implementations of the age and tips based 
simulations under an exponential distribution. For this we compared both models to 
a known crBD implementation TreeSim (Stadler 2011b). Both models under EG have 
shown to work as expected in comparison to crBD. This is valid for simulations 
without extinction (Fig. 7 and Fig. 9) and for simulations with high extinction rate 
under the age based implementation (Fig. 8).  

For the taxa based implementation, extra caution must be taken in case of high 
extinction rate simulations (compare Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 in respect to branching times 
and gamma statistics). Such kind of bias did not influence on topology. Biased 
samples are taken when GSA is not used; or used with a small m (i.e. with small 
number of additional tips that are going to be sampled afterwards) under taxa 
based approach. Important to stress is that a good m value is highly dependent on 
the parameter combinations (Hartmann et al. 2010).  

Tips based simulations without GSA equals to sampling for a fixed number of 
standing species n under a simple crBD model. That means, stopping the simulation 
just before reaching n+1 species (Hartmann et al. 2010). Therefore, slight 
differences between EG and crBD (Stadler 2011b), when simulations under high 
extinction rate, are due to sampling error (Fig. 10).  This is given since GSA was not 
used and simulation was stopped right after they reached the target number of tips. 
Consequently, tree size fluctuations could be ignored and the mean of total tree 
ages shortened. Again, this problem was not found under no extinction, as the 
number of leafs would never reduce over time (Fig. 9). However the same did not 
occur on an age based simulation implementation under high extinction rate (Fig. 
8). The cause for this lies in the simulation mode, since age based simulations did 
not stop when a certain number of leafs was reached. Therefore, age based 
simulations accounted for fluctuations on the leaves numbers. Nevertheless, under 
age based simulations one cannot control for number of tips in the final tree. 
Besides all advantages of using GSA on a taxa based approach, not using GSA might 
be an option in case of CPU time limitation (compare CPU times in Fig. 10 and Fig. 
12). Under no extinction, or with extinction but accounting for GSA, our taxa based 
model also proved to be correctly implemented. 

On a third stage we demonstrated that our models performed consistently 
under another distribution by simulating using an exponential equivalent 
distribution and comparing to the Yule implementation (Fig. 14). For this we used 
the weibull distribution, an age-dependent distribution that can assume different 
rates depending on its ø variable. The ø can take any value above zero and ø=1 
makes the equivalent to the exponential distribution ( 7) (Hartmann 2008). 

Having demonstrated that the models are robust to the choice of distribution, 
the behavior of the model was further explored. For this, weibull and exponential 
distributions were used, with or without an explicit extinction process. 

It is known that the crBD model induces an uniform distribution on ranked tree 
shapes with same size (Edwards 1970). Aldous indicated in 2001 that under 
exponential speciation and extinction processes (i.e. age-independent or constant-
rate processes), changing the speciation or extinction rates will not inflict on any 
tree topology change under complete sampling (Fig. 11 b) (Gernhard 2006, Aldous 
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2001). In other words, for any constant rate speciation and extinction process there 
is a uniform distribution on ranked tree shapes.  

Differently from the symmetric model, in the asymmetric model after each split 
one of the daughter lineages is a continuation of the mother lineage, with inherited 
age. However, under age-independent processes (i.e. speciation and extinction) 
both models are supposed to behave equally, and indeed they do (Fig. 11 b). Under 
an age-independent distribution both models are called species-exchangeable, i.e 
speciation and extinction rates are the same for any species in a given time (at any 
time for the constant rate case). Consequently, all simulated species have the same 
probability of going extinct. 

Adding an age-dependent process in the system changes these assumptions. 
Under an age-independent speciation and age-dependent extinction the symmetric 
model is expected to be species-exchangeable, while the asymmetric model not 
anymore. Thus, the asymmetric model is now only species-speciation-
exchangeable, i.e. at a given time, all species have the same probability of 
speciating, but not necessarily of going extinct.  

Simulating under exponential speciation and age-dependent extinction led to 
unexpected simulations results. Even if the shape parameter of the extinction 
distribution, øE, is varied, our asymmetric model proved to have an uniform 
distribution on its ranked tree shapes, making it similar to a crBD model in this 
respect. However our symmetric model had slight changes that were systematically 
dependent on the extinction rate (Fig. 16 b). Since our simulation approach was taxa 
based, we examined the behavior under an age based approach. In an age based 
simulation, symmetric and asymmetric models seem to behave equally under an 
exponentially distributed speciation rate with decreasing extinction rate (Fig. 17). 
However those findings need to be deeper investigated, since such a incongruence 
is not expected among taxa and age base simulations for β. Additionally, an 
extinction process under species-speciation-exchangeable process may not impact 
tree topology directly, but if it is age based, it appears to affect tree size (Fig. 17 a). 
Therefore, caution should be taken when comparing such simulated trees for 
topology statistics, especially for colless and sackin indexes (SI 22).  

We suspect that the changes encountered in the symmetric model (Fig. 16 b) 
were induced by some error in the symmetric model implementation. More 
specifically in the way that the simulation was instructed to stop under an taxa 
based algorithm. We will attempt to identify this problem for future publication. 
The interested reader is encouraged to explore the code which we make available 
here (SI 1, SI 2, SI 3, SI 4, SI 5, SI 6, SI 7 and SI 8). This material will soon be online 
(under MyTree R-package) and therefore could be used with more convenience. 

Given the evidence, it turns out that not only species-exchangeable models but 
also speciation-species-exchangeable models produce a uniform distribution of 
ranked tree shapes. Those results agree with previous conclusions (Lambert 2010). 
Lambert also states in 2010, through mathematical rather than computational 
analysis, that ranked tree shape distribution was not affected by changing the 
extinction distribution on a speciation-species-exchangeable model. This can be 
grasped intuitively by not thinking about species splitting but from the other way 
around. That is, going from the present number of tips n backwards to each 
previous coalescent event until the MRCA (Stadler 2012). Under species-speciation-
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exchangeable model, each pair of species are equally likely to coalesce 
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ranked tree shape is equally probable. 
Under a weibull distribution with øS≠1 (i.e. age-dependent process), symmetric 

and asymmetric modeled trees are expected to become more divergent. Mainly due 
to the models structures related to the storing of ages.  

Exploring the WBH model (i.e. weibull speciation without extinction) showed 
that øS has a big influence over the resulting tree topology. Using a fixed speciation 
and changing the extinction process only reinforced that speciation is a major 
determinant of tree topology (Fig. 23 and Fig. 22 b). Nevertheless, extinction can be 
used to change the branching times without having strong impacts on the topology.  
In summary, in an age-dependent scenario, speciation processes seemed to have 
higher influence over tree topology while extinction processes played a major role 
on the branch lengths. 

Fitting empirical trees 
After having characterized and explored some behaviors of our models we then 

initiated comparisons with empirical trees. To do so we used topology statistics 

(particularly β) and branching time statistics (only ). The impact of the different 
models used to fit the data was more notable when trees had more tips, however, 
trees with a lot of tips are rarer than tips poor trees (Aldous 2001, Kirkpatrick and 
Slatkin 1993). The β is a remarkable test given its relative independence to the 
number of leafs. Therefore, the β statistic facilitated statistical analysis of tree 
topology without the need of normalization for tree size. However, when searching 
for the maximum likelihood value of β, one should care about maximum β value 
(hereafter up value). The main reason for this is that under a low up value no 
difference can be accounted for topology changes. In our simulations some trees lay 
above the up value of ten. Nevertheless, the majority of the empirical and simulated 
trees were below this limit, suggesting that the up value we used was appropriate  
(Aldous 2001). 

Our initial analysis focused on the speciation process, searching for a good β fit 
to empirical data (based on the results previously presented here). 

To test the crBD and Yule model topology over empirical trees, a speciation rate 

 of one was used. No further investigation was needed under other  values since 

the results are the same (i.e. uniform distribution on ranked tree shapes for all >0) 
(Aldous 2001, Edwards 1970), and these results are unsatisfactory to describe 
empirical trees topology (Aldous 2001, Mooers and Heard 1997, Hartmann et al. 
2010, Blum and François 2006).  

For this purpose, we explored the use of age-dependent speciation models. We 
confirmed that the Yule and PDA (under WBH approximation) are weak to describe 
empirical phylogenetic trees imbalance and that these models lay at the extremes 
of empirical tree balance spectra (Fig. 26 a and e). Other proposed models have a 
tree topology statistic which is intermediate between PDA and Yule models, thus 
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having a good fit to empirical trees  (Blum and François 2006, Pinelis 2003, Heard 
1996, Losos and Adler 1995). However, those lack biological explanation or 
plausibility. Some of those assume hereditary speciation rates, but nonetheless they 
require unrealistic speciation rates for fitting to empirical tree imbalance (Blum and 
François 2006, Heard 1996, Heard and Mooers 2002). Moreover, under this model it 
would be expected that mutation rate is negatively correlated  to body mass, and 
thus it fails to explain realistically the unbalance encountered among trees from 
organisms with relative similar body mass(Heard 1996).  

These kinds of models are undesirable since their biological interpretation is not 
clear and constructive (Hartmann 2008, Aldous 2001). Moreover many of those 
models are rather complex in their mathematical and logical structure. Thus, the 
need for a simple and constructive null model motivated us to create a model where 
all species have their speciation rate determined by the same waiting time until 
speciation distribution. Our general model can be turned more complex by the 
addition of age-dependent distributions and extinction process, but it stays simple 
in its logical structure. We will now show under which parameters good fits to 
empirical trees were achieved and further on give a brief biological interpretation of 
it. 

A simple age-dependent speciation model, the WBH, is defended by Hartmann 
in three ways. First, it is a biologically reasonable model since the weibull lifetime 
distribution models times to failure or death (Nelson 1982), which is more intuitive 
biologically. Second it fits better to empirical trees than Yule (below real imbalance) 
and PDA (over real imbalance). Third, the WBH can, depending on the distribution 
parameters, simulate many other models (Hartmann 2008). 

When comparing simulated WBH to empirical trees using our general model 
without extinction, similar pattern was found. The shape parameter øS was shown to 
lay in-between zero (PDA) and one (Yule), specifically around 0.5 a better fit to 
empirical data was shown. It was interesting to notice that on øS range [0,1], there 
was little difference within the asymmetric and the symmetric model. This curious 
result (Fig. 26, SI 29, SI 30, SI 32, SI 33 and SI 34 as also Fig. 18 b and SI 23) is 
probably given by the fact that differences on the model structure (symmetric and 
asymmetric) occur when distributions are going to its extremes (i.e. broad or narrow 
density probability distributions with extreme rates). This can be explained by the 
asymmetric model architecture that stores extinction time and constrains 
speciation, based on the age of the “pre-existing lineages”.  

Thus, the good fit of the simple WBH tells us that speciation is likely to be age-
dependent. In particular, the fit to a weibull distribution with øS<1 (best fit at 0.5) 
reveals a speciation process with a decreasing rate over time.  

After obtaining a remarkable explanatory process for the empirical tree balance 
(i.e. weibull distribution waiting time until speciation), we searched for a good fit for 

branching times . From our previous findings, we knew that a good fit could be 
achieved by looking at the extinction process, and that this would also not impact 
the output topology much. 

Adding an exponentially distributed waiting time until speciation did not have 
an impact on the branching times (SI 43, SI 44, SI 45, SI 46,SI 47, SI 48, SI 49 and SI 
50). However, an age-dependent extinction revealed a good fit under a weibull 
distribution for waiting time until extinction. A øE around 0.7 with k corrected for a 
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mean lifetime of two (for speciation: øS=0.5 with mean lifetime of one) tend to 
explain the branching times better (Fig. 28). Unfortunately, the available ultrametric 
trees were too few (sample size = 156) to further investigate or to draw conclusions 
about empirical extinction processes. Therefore, methodological constraints 
hamper analysis of the tradeoffs between WBH (a mathematically simple model 
without extinction) and WG (more complex but accounting for extinction). 

A decreasing age-dependent speciation rate reveals several hypothetical 
implications, such as possible mechanism for diversification/speciation explosions 
observed in nature. Many explanations can be given for explosive radiation (Etienne 
and Haegeman 2012). One of these is related to the colonization of new niches 
(Hartmann 2008, Steel and McKenzie 2001, Simpson 1944, 1953). In more details, 
environmental changes would lead to the creation of new niches, resulting on its 
occupation by new species. The same could happen by the extinction of antagonists 
or arrival of a key innovation (i.e. a phenotype that promotes diversification via 
individual fitness increase) (Heard and Hauser 1995, Hunter 1998) Consequently, 
new species have a higher change of being surrounded by unoccupied niches 
possibilities. Thus, it would be likely that new species are more successful in further 
speciation until all niches are occupied (in contrast with species in well-established 
communities, where the surrounding niches are full).  

In our model, speciation rate could be translated as speciation success, as we 
ignore unsuccessful speciation. We speculate that there are several possible 
mechanisms for a decreasing speciation rate. However they are only speculations 
and require further experimentation and proper validation. A first hypothesis is that 
new species are exposed to more possible niches (e.g. resources) than long 
established species. Therefore, future new species would have more possible niches 
to occupy and establish itself in (Nottale 2010, 1994). Second, those new habitats, 
having less established communities could have less competition in the form of 
interspecies interaction, increasing the chance of success for new species. Third, a 
combination of new niches to be occupied, less competitors and predators, and 
small population sizes with fast increase promote a favorable environment for 
speciation (e.g. increased likelihood of drift and mutation to be beneficial). The lack 
of competition and predation facilitates a large increase and spread of a new 
species, even if it is not yet optimally adapted to the newly occupied niche. This 
could lead to a further spread and specific adaptation in the surrounding areas or 
niches, resulting in yet more new species. Etienne and Haegeman (2012) modeled 
macroevolution accounting for key innovation and diversity “carrying capacity” of 
an ecosystem, achieving a good fit to empirical data. Thus, our model can account 
for those processes and other possible mechanisms. 

Our hypothesis contradicts the model of Losos and Adler (1995). Despite also 
finding a good fit to empirical tree imbalance, Adler and Losos (1995) mainly 
suppressed speciation in newly speciated taxon. Therefore, as in our model, 
differences between new and old species speciation rate dictated tree imbalance, 
however by an opposite mechanism. Our model partially conflicts with neutral 
models (Hubbell 2001, Bell 2000) in relation to niches and species interactions 
importance to community dynamics (e.g. competition and predation). However, we 
should not forget that these last are modeled at  individual level, while ours is at 
taxon level and there may be different implications for different scale. Moreover, 
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patterns described in such neutral models can be caused by species interactions and 
historical causation. In summary, our model distinguishes old and new taxon 
speciation rates, implying therefore different interpretations. 

Blum and François (2006) conclude, after presenting a hereditary rate model 
with good fit to empirical tree imbalance, that the world is not very different from 
the stochastic system as long as the right stochastic system is considered. We 
however disagree with this affirmation. First because unrealistic mutation rates are 
necessary in order to achieve proper tree imbalance under such models. Second this 
study did not demonstrate that macroevolution and its signatures (phylogenetic 
trees) function mainly based on hereditary speciation rate. Third, in 
macroevolutionary models, how the process works should be more important than 
a good fit to the data. Macroevolutionary models should summarize the main 
drivers of evolution and help us to understand and further investigate by 
experimentation how those systems work. Plainly, we should treat a system 
stochastically since we do not understand all forces influencing the output. 
However, to accept a mechanism only based on simulation outputs without 
submitting the model to experimentation and close observation is not the correct 
way to validate an hypothesis (Pearl 2000). Consequently, to conclude that the real 
world is not very different from a stochastic model may be premature. 

We have strong evidences that speciation follows an age-dependent process 
with decreasing rate and suggest that extinction follows the same process but with 
a less accentuated rate. The overlapping of symmetric and asymmetric models at 
the regions of best fit, did not allow us to identify a predominant mode of speciation 
in nature. Additionally those speciation modes may not influence so strongly the 
way phylogenetic trees are balanced and its branching times as decreasing 
speciation rate do. However, differences between the symmetric and the 
asymmetric model should be further and more deeply investigated.  

Branching time statistics and the extinction process should be further explored 
due to the present limitation of empirical trees with available branching times. A 
further research topic is the analysis of phylogenetic trees comparing specific 
groups of organisms (e.g. birds, mammals and insects). The rate at which speciation 
rate decreases could raise new hypotheses and help explain evolutionary history. 
Our model provides hypotheses and useful tools for further investigation of 
macroevolutionary processes. However, which mechanisms and how they dictate 
macroevolution remains an unanswered question. Therefore, it is imperative to 
undertake further investigations to tackle the functioning of natural systems. 

Conclusion 
This study presents a simple model with a clear biological interpretation that has 

implications on and can be used to investigate macroevolutionary processes. 
Speciation-species-exchangeable models, independently from extinction 
distribution, yield a uniform distribution on ranked tree shapes. Tree topology was 
mainly influenced by speciation processes while branching times were also affected 

by extinction (e.g.  with pull-of-the-present effect and absolute branching times).  
Even ignoring extinction, the WBH model has been able to explain empirical tree 

imbalance. Modeling phylogenetic trees under an age dependent speciation process 
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(weibull distribution with øS around 0.5) without extinction explained well empirical 
tree imbalance. A more complex model with added extinction (i.e. WG model) 
confirmed a decreasing speciation rate process distribution and rate. It indicated 

that empirical values of  correspond to a decreasing rate age-dependent extinction 
process. Unfortunately due to lack of available ultrametric trees, WG models could 
not be further explored in this study. All the conclusions were valid for asymmetric 
and symmetric models that behaved similarly under the parameters which best fit 
the empirical trees. Consequently a speciation mode might not be as relevant for 
final tree statistics as speciation and extinction waiting times. Thus, a predominant 
speciation mode in nature could not be speculated upon. 

The biological motivation for our model is that macroevolution is a process 
strongly influenced by an age-dependent (with decreasing diversification rate or 
success rate) speciation process; and should include extinction in order to portray 
evolutionary history over time. From this, many interpretations can be further 
developed, such as the importance of niche occupation, community structure, 
historical adaptation and dynamics for explosive radiations and speciation rates. To 
understand and identify the main drivers of macroevolutionary processes, their 
interaction and behavior, further investigation is imperative. 
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Supplementary Information 

Programming 

 
SI 1 Mytree R-package functions structure 

MyTree 

 
################################################# 
#### MYTREE 
################################################# 
library(TreeSim) 
source("/Users/hagen/Master/R/functions/mytree.age.R") 
source("/Users/hagen/Master/R/functions/mytree.taxa.R") 

SI 2 Mytree.R code 

mytree.Age 

################################################# 
#### mytree.AGE 
################################################# 
source("/Users/hagen/Master/R/functions/mytree.symmetric.age.R") 
source("/Users/hagen/Master/R/functions/mytree.asymmetric.age.R") 
 
mytree.age <- function (age, numbsim, distributionspname, distributionspparameters, 

distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters=0, symmetric = TRUE, complete=TRUE, 
labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.") {  

# age is the total age until each tree will be simulated (e.g. age <- 3). Time since origin / most recent 
common ancestor 

# numbsim is the number of simulated trees 
# distributionspname is the name of the desired probability function that will be used for the speciation 

process (e.g. distributionspname <- "rexp"). Note that the name should contain an `r` before it, since it refers to 
the randon number of the desired function (e.g. "rweibull", "runif") 

# distributionspparameters are the parameters for the specific function desired for speciation.  
# IMPORTANT: this vector of fuction parameters must *start by the second one, since the first parameter 

will always be one for all the function and is added already by this function*. HINT: see the help of the desired 
function for more details (e.g. ?rexp) Example of parameter for a exponential distribution with lambda of one 
(distributionspparameters <- c(1)). Entry in the distributionparameters can be "#", # or c(#,#) in case of more 
characters 

# distributionextname is the same as the distributionspname but for the probability of extinction (e.g. 
distributionextname <- "rexp")  
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# distributionextparameters is the same as the distributionspparameters but for the extinction probability 
function. By default extinction is set to ZERO, i.e. no extinction (e.g. distributionextparameters <- c(0)). Entry in 
can be "#", # or c(#,#) in case of more characters 

# symmetric tells which macroevolutionary model should be used. If symmetric=TRUE the symmetric model 
will be used, else if FALSE, asymmetric model will be used. By default symmetric=TRUE 

# complete: If complete = TRUE, the tree with the extinct and non-sampled lineages is returned. If complete 
= FALSE, the extinct and non-sampled lineages are suppressed. Complete=FALSE by default 

# labellivingsp is the label that will be drawn on each tip surviving until the present. An automatic sequential 
number will be added to the chosen name. By default labellivingsp="sp." 

# labelextinctsp is the label that will be drawn on each extinct tip. By default labelextinctsp <- "ext." 
{ 
if (symmetric == TRUE)  
{ 
 mytree <- lapply(rep(age,numbsim), mytree.symmetric.age, distributionspname, 

distributionspparameters, distributionextname, distributionextparameters, complete, labellivingsp, 
labelextinctsp ) 

} 
else 
{ 
 mytree <- lapply(rep(age,numbsim), mytree.asymmetric.age, distributionspname, 

distributionspparameters, distributionextname, distributionextparameters, complete, labellivingsp, 
labelextinctsp ) 

} 
} 
return(mytree)  
} 
#example 
#plot(mytree.age(3,2,"rweibull", c(0.4,3))[[1]]) 

SI 3 mytree.age.R code 

mytree.Symmetric.age 

################################################# 
#### The symmetric mytree.age 
################################################# 
mytree.symmetric.age <- function (age, distributionspname, distributionspparameters, distributionextname, 

distributionextparameters, complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.") 
{  
# # # # # # # # # DECLARATIONS  MACHINE # # # # # # # # #  
 stop <- FALSE 
 mytree <-list(edge=NULL, tip.label=NULL, edge.length=NULL, Nnode=NULL, root.edge=NULL) 
 class(mytree) <- "phylo" 
 edge <- matrix(c(-1,-2), ncol=2) 
 leaves <- NULL 
 realleaves <- NULL 
 extinct <- NULL 
 tip.label <- NULL 
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # 
 
#generation of the expression that creates the random number from the desired distribution 
 udistributionspparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionspparameters, sep=",")) 
 udistributionextparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionextparameters, sep=",")) 
 rnumbsp <- parse(text=paste(distributionspname, "(1,", udistributionspparameters,")")) 
 rnumbext <- parse(text=paste(distributionextname, "(1,", udistributionextparameters,")")) 
# eval(rnumbsp) #draws one random number from the chosen distribution  
# eval(rnumbext) #draws one random number from the chosen distribution  
 
# tracing back the time for one species until origin 
trajectory  <- function (trace){ 
 #trace should indicate the edge number that is to be followed until the origin 
 trajectory  <- NULL 
 while ( length( which(edge[,2] == trace)) ){ 
  atual  <- which(edge[,2] == trace) 
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  trajectory  <- c(edge.length[atual], trajectory) 
  trace  <- edge[atual,1] 
  } 
   return(trajectory) 
} 
 
# initial if, in case the (-1,-2) edge get extinct or bigger than age 
spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
#to remove NaN warnings messages 
{ 
if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
{ 
 extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
} 
else 
{ 
 extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
} 
} 
 
# to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by expression-distribution 

when rate equals zero 
{ 
if (is.nan(extt)) 
{ 
 extt <- spt +1 # we add so that the sp will allways occurs first, and we will never have an extinction 
} 
} 
 
 
{ 
if (spt <= extt) 
{ 
 status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
 edge.length <- spt 
 leaves <- -2 
} 
else 
{ 
 status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
 edge.length <- extt 
 extinct <- -2 
 stop <- TRUE 
} 
} 
 
{ 
if (min(spt,extt) >= age) 
{ 
 edge.length <- age 
 stop <- TRUE 
 { 
 if (status == "sp") 
 { 
  realleaves <- leaves 
  leaves <- NULL      
 } 
 else 
 { 
  realleaves <- extinct    
  extinct <- NULL 
 } 
 } 
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} 
} 
# for the while (increase of the tree) 
while (stop == FALSE)  
{ 
 species <- leaves[1] 
 nextsp <- min(edge[,2]) 
 i <- 1 
  for (i in 1:2) 
  {  
   edge <- rbind( edge, c(species, (nextsp - i) ) ) 
   spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
   #to remove NaN warnings messages 
   { 
   if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
   { 
    extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
   } 
   } 
 
   # if to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by 

expression-distribution when rate equals zero 
   { 
   if (is.nan(extt)) 
   { 
    extt <- spt +1 # we add 1 so that the sp will allways occurs first, so that we 

will never have an extinction 
   } 
   } 
    
   { 
   if (spt <= extt) 
   { 
    status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
    edge.length <- c(edge.length, spt) 
    leaves <- c(leaves, (nextsp - i)) 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
    edge.length <- c(edge.length, extt) 
    extinct <- c(extinct, (nextsp - i)) 
   } 
   } 
   #  
   traject <- trajectory(nextsp - i) 
   { 
   if ( sum(traject) >= age)  
   { 
    edge.length[length(edge.length)] <- age - sum(traject[1: (length(traject)-

1) ] ) # reduce the last edge.length to make the sum be equals age 
    # now we see if it extincted or speciated to know from were to take it out 

and put into the realleaves 
    { 
    if (status == "sp") 
    { 
     realleaves <- c( realleaves, leaves[length(leaves)] ) 
     leaves <- leaves[-length(leaves)]   
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    } 
    else 
    { 
     realleaves <- c( realleaves, extinct[length(extinct)] ) 

   
     extinct <- extinct[-length(extinct)] 
    } 
    } 
 
   }   
   } 
  } 
 leaves <- leaves[-1] 
  { 
  if (length(leaves) == 0) 
  { 
   stop <- TRUE  
  } 
  } 
} 
# final if... in case of (stop == TRUE) , we write the tree "mytree" 
{ 
if (stop == TRUE)  
{ 
  #### replacing to the ape format 
  prealleaves <- realleaves 
  { 
  if (length(realleaves) > 0) 
  { 
    realleaves <- c(1:length(realleaves)) 
    i <- 1 
    for (i in 1:length(realleaves)) 
    { 
      edge[ which(edge[,2] == prealleaves[i]), 2 ] <- 

realleaves[i] 
    } 
       tip.label <- paste(labellivingsp, realleaves, sep = "") 
       } 
       } 
  pextinct <- extinct 
  { 
       if (length(extinct) > 0) 
       { 
   extinct <- c((length(realleaves)+1):(length(realleaves)+length(extinct))) 
   i <- 1 
   for (i in 1:length(extinct)) 
   { 
     edge[ which(edge[,2] == pextinct[i]), 2 ] <- extinct[i] 
   } 
  tip.label <- c(tip.label, paste(labelextinctsp, extinct, sep = "") ) 
  } 
  } 
  #regarding the edges that lead to an extinct or leaving final species, but are not the final 

edges 
  potheredges <- levels(as.factor(edge[edge <0])) 
  otheredges <- rev(seq((max(realleaves, extinct)+1), length.out=length(potheredges))) 
  #substituting... 
  i <- 1 
  for (i in 1:length(potheredges)) 
  { 
    edge[ edge == potheredges[i] ] <- otheredges[i] 
  } 
 mytree$edge <- edge 
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 mytree$tip.label <- tip.label 
 mytree$edge.length <- edge.length 
 mytree$Nnode <-  length(realleaves) + length(extinct) 
 mytree$root.edge <- edge.length[1] 
}  
} 
 
#final handling before plotting to handle ape limitations 
{ 
if (length(realleaves) == 0) 
{ 
 # in case no specie is surviving until final simulation time 
 mytree <- 0 
} 
else 
{ 
 { 
 if ( length(realleaves) == 1 & complete == FALSE) 
 { 
  #in case only one specie is surviving, even if other specification events occurred in the history 
  mytree <- 1 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  { 
  if (length(realleaves)==1 & length(extinct)==0 & complete==TRUE) 
  { 
   #in case only one species is surviving and was the only existing one 
   mytree <- 1 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   #in case non of the above condition is fulfilled, there will be a tree with no initial 

branch, tree starts at the MRCA 
   #this is done to be able to plot using the `ape` package  
   mytree <- collapse.singles(mytree) 
   #cheking status of 'complete'. Take or dont take extincted species out of final tree 
   { 
   if (complete == FALSE)  
   { 
    mytree<- drop.fossil(mytree) 
   } 
   }   
  } 
  }   
 } 
 }  
} 
} 
#mytree 
return(mytree) 
} 

SI 4 mytree.symmetric.age.R code 
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mytree.Asymmetric.age 

################################################# 
#### The asymmetric mytree.age 
################################################# 
mytree.asymmetric.age <- function (age, distributionspname, distributionspparameters, 

distributionextname, distributionextparameters, complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.") 
{  
# # # # # # # # # DECLARATIONS  MACHINE# # # # # # # # #  
 stop <- FALSE 
 mytree <-list(edge=NULL, tip.label=NULL, edge.length=NULL, Nnode=NULL,  root.edge=NULL) 
 class(mytree) <- "phylo" 
 edge <- matrix(c(-1,-2), ncol=2) 
 leaves <- NULL 
 realleaves <- NULL 
 extinct <- NULL 
 tip.label <- NULL 
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # 
 
#generation of the expression that creates the random number from the desired distribution 
 udistributionspparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionspparameters, sep=",")) 
 udistributionextparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionextparameters, sep=",")) 
 rnumbsp <- parse(text=paste(distributionspname, "(1,", udistributionspparameters,")")) 
 rnumbext <- parse(text=paste(distributionextname, "(1,", udistributionextparameters,")")) 
# eval(rnumbsp) #draws one random number from the chosen distribution  
# eval(rnumbext) #draws one random number from the chosen distribution  
 
# tracing back the time for one species until origin 
trajectory  <- function (trace){ 
 #trace should indicate the edge number that is to be followed until the origin 
 trajectory  <- NULL 
 while ( length( which(edge[,2] == trace)) ){ 
  atual  <- which(edge[,2] == trace) 
  trajectory  <- c(edge.length[atual], trajectory) 
  trace  <- edge[atual,1] 
 } 
 return(trajectory) 
} 
   
# tracing back the time for one species until the "until" 
trajectoryuntil  <- function (trace, until){ 
 #trace should indicate the edge number that is to be followed until the "until" 
 atual <- trace 
 trajectoryuntil  <- NULL 
 while ( trace != until ){ 
  atual  <- which(edge[,2] == trace) 
  trajectoryuntil  <- c(edge.length[atual], trajectoryuntil) 
  trace  <- edge[atual,1] 
 } 
 return(trajectoryuntil) 
} 
# initial if in case the (-1,-2) edge get extinct or bigger than age 
spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
#to remove NaN warnings messages 
{ 
if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
{ 
 extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
} 
else 
{ 
 extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
} 
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} 
# if to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by expression-distribution 

when rate equals zero 
{ 
if (is.nan(extt)) 
{ 
 extt <- age + 0.1 # we add 0.1 to age so that an extinction event will never happen 
} 
} 
 
{ 
if (spt <= extt) 
{ 
 status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
 edge.length <- spt 
 leaves <- -2 
} 
else 
{ 
 status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
 edge.length <- extt 
 extinct <- -2 
 stop <- TRUE 
} 
} 
 
{ 
if (min(spt,extt) >= age) 
{ 
 edge.length <- age 
 stop <- TRUE 
 { 
 if (status == "sp") 
 { 
  realleaves <- leaves 
  leaves <- NULL      
 } 
 else 
 { 
  realleaves <- extinct    
  extinct <- NULL 
 } 
 } 
} 
} 
# in here are stored all ages for death of species and their descendant and status 
godbook <- list(from=-1,to=-2,destiny=extt, status=status) 
 
# for the while (increase of the tree) 
while (stop == FALSE)  
{ 
 species <- leaves[1] 
 nextsp <- min(edge[,2]) 
  
 #for the mother prolong 
 i <- 1 
 edge <- rbind( edge, c(species, (nextsp - i))) 
 motherage <- sum(    trajectoryuntil(   godbook$to[which(godbook$to == species)]  ,    

godbook$from[which(godbook$to == species)])) 
 spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
  
 # here we sample until the speciation (i.e. spt) is bigger than the traject length of the leaf, because the 

process should be valid for speciation as for extinction. 
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 # 
 ## 
 while (spt <= motherage){ 
  #print(paste("again.. because spt was=", spt)) 
  spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
 } 
 # here we cut the overal sampled spt to add only the additional age 
 spt <- spt-motherage 
 ## 
 # 
  
   
 #on the case of the mother, we don't sample any more extinction time, since it has been given already 
 { 
 if (motherage + spt <= godbook$destiny[which(godbook$to == species)]) 
 { 
  status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, spt) 
  leaves <- c(leaves, (nextsp - i)) 
  godbook$to[which(godbook$to == species)] <- nextsp -i 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, godbook$destiny[which(godbook$to == species)]  - sum(  

trajectoryuntil(species,  godbook$from[which(godbook$to == species)]))) 
  extinct <- c(extinct, (nextsp - i)) 
  godbook$status[which(godbook$to == species)] <- status 
 } 
 } 
 # 
 traject <- trajectory(nextsp - i) 
 { 
 if ( sum(traject) >= age)  
 { 
  edge.length[length(edge.length)] <- age - sum(traject[1: (length(traject)-1) ] ) # reduce the 

last edge.length to make the sum be equals age 
 # now we see if it extincted or speciated to know from were to take it out and put into the realleaves 
  { 
  if (status == "sp") 
  { 
   realleaves <- c( realleaves, leaves[length(leaves)]) 
   leaves <- leaves[-length(leaves)]      
  } 
   else 
  { 
   realleaves <- c( realleaves, extinct[length(extinct)])    
   extinct <- extinct[-length(extinct)] 
  } 
  } 
 }   
 } 
 #for the child birth 
 i <- 2 
 edge <- rbind( edge, c(species, (nextsp - i))) 
 spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
 #to remove NaN warnings messages 
 { 
 if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
 { 
  extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
 } 
 else 
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 { 
  extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
 } 
 } 
 # if to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by expression-

distribution when rate equals zero 
 { 
 if (is.nan(extt)) 
 { 
  extt <- age +1 #  we add 0.1 to age so that an extinction event will never happen 
 } 
 } 
 godbook$from <- c(godbook$from, species) 
 godbook$to <- c(godbook$to, nextsp - i)  
 godbook$destiny <- c(godbook$destiny, extt) 
 { 
 if (spt <= extt) 
 { 
  status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, spt) 
  leaves <- c(leaves, (nextsp - i)) 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, extt) 
  extinct <- c(extinct, (nextsp - i)) 
 } 
 } 
 godbook$status <- c(godbook$status, status) 
 # 
 traject <- trajectory(nextsp - i) 
 { 
 if ( sum(traject) >= age)  
 { 
  edge.length[length(edge.length)] <- age - sum(traject[1: (length(traject)-1)]) # reduce the last 

edge.length to make the sum be equals age 
 # now we see if it extincted or speciated to know from were to take it out and put into the realleaves 
  { 
  if (status == "sp") 
  { 
   realleaves <- c( realleaves, leaves[length(leaves)]) 
   leaves <- leaves[-length(leaves)]      
  } 
   else 
  { 
   realleaves <- c( realleaves, extinct[length(extinct)])    
   extinct <- extinct[-length(extinct)] 
  } 
  } 
 }   
 }  
 
 leaves <- leaves[-1] 
 { 
 if (length(leaves) == 0) 
 { 
  stop <- TRUE  
 } 
 } 
} 
# final if... in case of (stop == TRUE) , we write the tree "mytree" 
{ 
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if (stop == TRUE)  
{ 
  #### replacing to the ape format 
  prealleaves <- realleaves 
  { 
  if (length(realleaves) > 0) 
  { 
    realleaves <- c(1:length(realleaves)) 
    i <- 1 
    for (i in 1:length(realleaves)) 
    { 
      edge[ which(edge[,2] == prealleaves[i]), 2 ] <- 

realleaves[i] 
    } 
       tip.label <- paste(labellivingsp, realleaves, sep = "") 
       } 
       } 
  pextinct <- extinct 
  { 
       if (length(extinct) > 0) 
       { 
   extinct <- c((length(realleaves)+1):(length(realleaves)+length(extinct))) 
   i <- 1 
   for (i in 1:length(extinct)) 
   { 
     edge[ which(edge[,2] == pextinct[i]), 2 ] <- extinct[i] 
   } 
  tip.label <- c(tip.label, paste(labelextinctsp, extinct, sep = "")) 
  } 
  } 
  #regarding the edges that lead to an extinct or leaving final species, but are not the final 

edges 
  potheredges <- levels(as.factor(edge[edge <0])) 
  otheredges <- rev(seq((max(realleaves, extinct)+1), length.out=length(potheredges))) 
  i <- 1 
  for (i in 1:length(potheredges)) 
  { 
    edge[ edge == potheredges[i] ] <- otheredges[i] 
  } 
 mytree$edge <- edge 
 mytree$tip.label <- tip.label 
 mytree$edge.length <- edge.length 
 mytree$Nnode <-  length(realleaves) + length(extinct) 
 mytree$root.edge <- edge.length[1] 
}  
} 
 
#final handling before plotting to handle ape limitations 
{ 
if (length(realleaves) == 0) 
{ 
 # in case no specie is surviving until final simulation time 
 mytree <- 0 
} 
else 
{ 
 { 
 if ( length(realleaves) == 1 & complete == FALSE) 
 { 
  #in case only one specie is surviving, even if other speciations events occurred in the history 
  mytree <- 1 
 } 
 else 
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 { 
  { 
  if (length(realleaves)==1 & length(extinct)==0 & complete==TRUE) 
  { 
   #in case only one species is surviving and was the only one that existed 
   mytree <- 1 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   #in case non of the above condition is fulfilled, there will be a tree with no initial 

branch, tree starts at the MRCA 
   #this is done to be aple to plot with the`ape` package  
   mytree <- collapse.singles(mytree) 
   #checking status of 'complete' and take or donâ€™t take extincted species out of 

final tree 
   { 
   if (complete == FALSE)  
   { 
    mytree<- drop.fossil(mytree) 
   } 
   }   
  } 
  }   
 } 
 }  
} 
} 
#mytree 
return(mytree) 
} 
# example 
# mytree <- mytree.asymmetric.age(age=23.88763, distributionspname="rexp", 

distributionspparameters=c(1), distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters=c(0.9), complete=TRUE, 
labellivingsp="t", labelextinctsp="e") 

# plot(mytree) 
# mytree 
# mytree <- mytree.asymmetric.age(age=4, distributionspname="rweibull", 

distributionspparameters=c(0.1,1), distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters=c(0), 
complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="t", labelextinctsp="e") 

# plot(mytree) 
SI 5 mytree.asymmetric.age.R code 
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mytree.Taxa 

################################################# 
#### mytree.TAXA 
################################################# 
source("/Users/hagen/Master/R/functions/mytree.symmetric.taxa.R") 
source("/Users/hagen/Master/R/functions/mytree.asymmetric.taxa.R") 
 
mytree.taxa <- function (numbsim, n, m=n,  distributionspname, distributionspparameters, 

distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters=0, symmetric = TRUE, complete=TRUE, 
labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.", frac=1, sampling=2, gsa=FALSE) {  

# numbsim is the number of simulated trees 
# n is the Number of tips in sampled trees (Number of extant sampled leaves) 
# m is the number of standing taxa that will exist on the first generated trees, to then be sampled for n 

number of tips. Case gsa=TRUE, m is equal to n. 
# distributionspname is the name of the desired probability function that will be used for the speciation 

process (e.g. distributionspname <- "rexp"). Note that the name should contain an `r` before it, since it refers to 
the random number of the desired function (e.g. "rweibull", "runif") 

# distributionspparameters are the parameters for the specific function desired for speciation.  
# IMPORTANT: this vector of fuction parameters must *start by the second one, since the first parameter 

will always be one for all the function and is added already by this function*. HINT: see the help of the desired 
function for more details (e.g. ?rexp) Example of parameter for a exponential distribution with lambda of one 
(distributionspparameters <- c(1)). Entry in the distributionparameters can be "#", # or c(#,#) in case of more 
characters 

# distributionextname is the same as the distributionspname but for the probability of extinction (e.g. 
distributionextname <- "rexp")  

# distributionextparameters is the same as the distributionspparameters but for the extinction probability 
function. By default extinction is set to ZERO, i.e. no extinction (e.g. distributionextparameters <- c(0)). Entry in 
can be "#", # or c(#,#) in case of more characters 

# symmetric tells which macro-evolutionary model should be used. If symmetric=TRUE the symmetric model 
will be used, else if FALSE, asymmetric model will be used. By default symmetric=TRUE 

# complete: If complete = TRUE, the tree with the extinct and non-sampled lineages is returned. If complete 
= FALSE, the extinct and non-sampled lineages are suppressed. Complete=FALSE by default 

# labellivingsp is the label that will be drawn on each tip surving until the present. An automatic sequential 
number will be added to the chosen name. By default labellivingsp="sp." 

# labelextinctsp is the label that will be drawn on each extinct tip. By default labelextinctsp <- "ext." 
# frac: When complete = FALSE: Sampling fraction: If stochsampling=FALSE: The actual number of tips is 

n/frac, but only n tips are included (incomplete sampling). If stochsampling=TRUE: Each tip is included into the 
final tree with probability frac. When complete = TRUE: all extinct and non-sampled lineages are included, i.e. the 
tree has n/frac extant leaves. 

# sampling: stochastic sampling, default 
# gsa TRUE indicates that the sim.gsa.taxa will be used, the n parameter indicates the final number of 

species. Note that m needs to be allways bigger then n. If gsa = FALSE, there is no need of specifying n, once the 
final trees will be of size m 

# entry in the distributionparameters can be "#", # or c(#,#) in case of more characters 
 check<-gsa 
 if (gsa==F && complete==T){check<-T} 
 print(paste("gsa=", gsa, " complete=", complete, " check=", check)) 
 mytreegsazed <- list() 
while (length(mytreegsazed) < numbsim) 
{ 
 mytree <- list() 
 step <- 1 
 { 
 if (symmetric == TRUE)   
 { 
  for (step in 1: (numbsim) ){ 
   mytreenext <- mytree.symmetric.taxa(m=m, 

distributionspname=distributionspname, distributionspparameters=distributionspparameters, 
distributionextname=distributionextname,  distributionextparameters=distributionextparameters, 
complete=check, labellivingsp=labellivingsp, labelextinctsp=labelextinctsp) 

   mytree<- c(mytree, list(mytreenext)) 
   print(paste("using symmetric [", step, "] - generated livingsp:", 
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length(mytreenext[2]$tip.label) )) 
  }  
 } 
 else 
 { 
   for (step in 1: (numbsim) ){ 
   mytreenext <- mytree.asymmetric.taxa(m=m, 

distributionspname=distributionspname, distributionspparameters=distributionspparameters, 
distributionextname=distributionextname,  distributionextparameters=distributionextparameters, 
complete=check, labellivingsp=labellivingsp, labelextinctsp=labelextinctsp) 

   mytree<- c(mytree, list(mytreenext)) 
   print(paste("using asymmetric [", step, "] - generated livingsp:", 

length(mytreenext[2]$tip.label) )) 
  
  } 
 } 
 } 
 print(paste("starting gsa.taxa on", length(mytree), "trees.")) 
 { 
 if (gsa==T) 
 { 
  print("YES - gsa") 
  mytreegsa <- sim.gsa.taxa(mytree, n=n, frac=frac, sampling=sampling, complete=complete) 
 }  
 else  
 { 
  print("NO - gsa") 
  mytreegsa <- mytree  
 } 
 } 
  
 mytreegsazed <- c(mytreegsazed, mytreegsa) 
 print(paste("finished gsa.taxa with size of ",length(mytreegsazed), "trees")) 
 } 
mytreegsazeds <- sample(mytreegsazed, numbsim) 
mytreegsazed <- mytreegsazeds 
return(mytreegsazed)  
} 
#example 
#mytree <-  mytree.taxa(numbsim=100, n=40, m=40,  distributionspname="rweibull", 

distributionspparameters=c(0.1,1), distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters="0", symmetric = 
TRUE, complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.", frac=1, sampling=2, gsa=FALSE) 
SI 6 mytree.taxa.R code 
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mytree.Symmetric.taxa 

################################################# 
#### The symmetric mytree.taxa 
################################################# 
mytree.symmetric.taxa <- function (m, distributionspname, distributionspparameters, distributionextname, 

distributionextparameters, complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.") 
{ 
 
udistributionspparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionspparameters, sep=",")) 
udistributionextparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionextparameters, sep=",")) 
rnumbsp <- parse(text=paste(distributionspname, "(1,", udistributionspparameters,")")) 
rnumbext <- parse(text=paste(distributionextname, "(1,", udistributionextparameters,")")) 
 
# tracing back the time for one species until origin 
trajectory  <- function (trace){ 
 #trace should indicate the edge number that is to be followed until the origin 
 trajectory  <- NULL 
 while ( length( which(edge[,2] == trace)) ){ 
  atual  <- which(edge[,2] == trace) 
  trajectory  <- c(edge.length[atual], trajectory) 
  trace  <- edge[atual,1] 
 } 
   return(trajectory) 
  } 
bingo <- FALSE 
 
while (bingo == FALSE) # ######## while bingo 
{            
 stop <- FALSE 
 stopsearch <- FALSE 
 mytree <-list(edge=NULL, tip.label=NULL, edge.length=NULL, Nnode=NULL, root.edge=NULL) 
 class(mytree) <- "phylo" 
 edge <- matrix(c(-1,-2), ncol=2) 
 leaves <- NULL 
 realleaves <- NULL 
 extinct <- NULL 
 realextinct <- NULL 
 age <- NULL 
 timeline <- NULL 
 extinct <- NULL 
 tip.label <- NULL 
 pnodges <- NULL 
 timeline <- NULL 
  
# initial if in case the (-1,-2) edge get extinct or bigger than age 
spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
#to remove NaN warnings messages 
{ 
if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
{ 
 extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
} 
else 
{ 
 extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
} 
} 
# if to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by expression-distribution 

when rate equals zero 
{ 
if (is.nan(extt)) 
{ 
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 extt <- spt +1 # we add so that the sp will always occurs first, and an extinction will never occur 
} 
} 
 
{ 
if (spt <= extt) 
{ 
 status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
 edge.length <- spt 
 leaves <- -2 
} 
else 
{ 
 status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
 edge.length <- extt 
 extinct <- -2 
 stop <- TRUE 
} 
} 
 pnodges <- c(leaves, extinct)  
 timeline <- edge.length[1] 
# for the while (increase of the tree) 
while (stop == FALSE)  
{ 
 stopsearch <- FALSE 
 positionnextsp <- which(timeline == min(timeline))[1] #ATTENTION, we take the first element since it 

can happen that we get two equal numbers 
 nextsp <- min(edge[,2]) 
 species <- pnodges[positionnextsp] 
 ptime <- timeline[positionnextsp] 
 pnodges <- pnodges[-positionnextsp] 
 timeline <- timeline[-positionnextsp] 
 i <- 1 
 for (i in 1:2) 
 {  
  edge <- rbind( edge, c(species, (nextsp - i))) 
  spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
  #to remove NaN warnings messages 
  { 
  if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
  { 
   extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
  } 
  } 
  # if to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by exp. 

distribution when rate equals zero 
  { 
  if (is.nan(extt)) 
  { 
   extt <- spt +1 # we add so that the sp will always occurs first, and we will never 

have an extinction 
  } 
  } 
   
  { 
  if (spt <= extt) 
  { 
   status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
   edge.length <- c(edge.length, spt) 
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   leaves <- c(leaves, (nextsp - i)) 
   ntime <- spt 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
   edge.length <- c(edge.length, extt) 
   extinct <- c(extinct, (nextsp - i)) 
   ntime <- extt 
  } 
  } 
  pnodges <- c(pnodges, (nextsp - i)) 
  timeline <- c(timeline, (ptime + ntime)) 
 } 
 leaves <- leaves[-1] 
  
 #now we test for the smallest pnodge and see if there is the enough leaving creatures 
 while (stopsearch == FALSE) 
 { 
  { 
  if (length(pnodges) == 0) 
  { 
   stop <- TRUE  
   stopsearch <- TRUE 
  } 
  else 
  {  
   
   { 
   if (length(pnodges) >= m) 
   { 
    #we achieved m species at least 
    bingo<- TRUE 
    stop <- TRUE 
    stopsearch <- TRUE 
    age <- min(timeline) 
    realleaves <- pnodges 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    positionsp <- which(timeline == min(timeline))[1] 
    #testing fit the smallest tested one is an extinct 
    { 
    if (pnodges[positionsp] %in% extinct) 
    { 
     #if it is on the extinct, we will remove it from the pnodges and 

timeline and add it to the realextinct 
     realextinct <- c(realextinct, pnodges[positionsp]) 
     pnodges <- pnodges[-positionsp] 
     timeline <- timeline[-positionsp] 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     stopsearch <- TRUE 
    } 
    } 
   } 
   } 
  } 
  }  
 } 
 
} 
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}# ######## while bingo finish 
     
#Â after this point, all threes that are leaving this last while have at least m leavingspecies.... 
extinct <- realextinct 
 
#cutting tree at desired age 
step <- 1 
for (step in 1: length(pnodges)) 
{ 
 traject <- trajectory(pnodges[step]) 
 traject <- traject[-length(traject)] 
 edge.length[which(edge[,2]==pnodges[step])] <- (age-sum(traject)) 
} 
 
# final if... in case of (stop == TRUE) , we write the tree "mytree" 
{ 
if (stop == TRUE)  
{ 
 #### replacing to the ape format 
 prealleaves <- realleaves 
 { 
 if (length(realleaves) > 0) 
 { 
   realleaves <- c(1:length(realleaves)) 
   i <- 1 
   for (i in 1:length(realleaves)) 
   { 
     edge[ which(edge[,2] == prealleaves[i]), 2 ] <- realleaves[i] 
   } 
 tip.label <- paste(labellivingsp, realleaves, sep = "") 
       } 
       } 
 pextinct <- extinct 
 { 
       if (length(extinct) > 0) 
       { 
  extinct <- c((length(realleaves)+1):(length(realleaves)+length(extinct))) 
  i <- 1 
  for (i in 1:length(extinct)) 
  { 
    edge[ which(edge[,2] == pextinct[i]), 2 ] <- extinct[i] 
  } 
 tip.label <- c(tip.label, paste(labelextinctsp, extinct, sep = "") ) 
 } 
 } 
 #regarding the edges that lead to an extinct or leaving final species, but are not the final edges 
 potheredges <- levels(as.factor(edge[edge <0])) 
 otheredges <- rev(seq((max(realleaves, extinct)+1), length.out=length(potheredges))) 
 #substituting... 
 i <- 1 
 for (i in 1:length(potheredges)) 
 { 
  edge[ edge == potheredges[i] ] <- otheredges[i] 
 } 
 mytree$edge <- edge  
 mytree$tip.label <- tip.label 
 mytree$edge.length <- edge.length 
 mytree$Nnode <-  length(realleaves) + length(extinct) 
 mytree$root.edge <- edge.length[1] 
}  
} 
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#final handlingâ€™s before plotting with ape 
{ 
if (length(realleaves) == 0) 
{ 
 # in case no specie is surviving until final simulation time 
 mytree <- 0 
} 
else 
{ 
 { 
 if ( length(realleaves) == 1 & complete == FALSE) 
 { 
  #in case only one specie is surviving, even if other speciations events occured in the history 
  mytree <- 1 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  { 
  if (length(realleaves)==1 & length(extinct)==0 & complete==TRUE) 
  { 
   #in case only one species is surviving and was the only one that existed 
   mytree <- 1 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   #in case non of the above condition is fulfilled, there will be a tree with no initial 

branch, tree starts at the MRCA 
   #this is done to be able to plot and be compatible with `ape` package  
   mytree <- collapse.singles(mytree) 
   #checking status of 'complete' and take or dont take extinct species out of final tree 
   { 
   if (complete == FALSE)  
   { 
    mytree<- drop.fossil(mytree) 
   } 
   }   
  } 
  }   
 } 
 }  
} 
} 
#mytree 
return(mytree) 
} 
#example 
# mytree <- mytree.symmetric.taxa(m=10, distributionspname="rweibull", 

distributionspparameters=c(0.1,1), distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters=c(0), 
complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.") 

# plot(mytree) 
SI 7 mytree.symmetric.taxa.R code 
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mytree.Asymmetric.taxa 

################################################# 
#### The asymmetric mytree.taxa 
################################################# 
mytree.asymmetric.taxa <- function (m, distributionspname, distributionspparameters, 

distributionextname, distributionextparameters, complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.") 
{  
  
udistributionspparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionspparameters, sep=",")) 
udistributionextparameters <- capture.output (cat(distributionextparameters, sep=",")) 
rnumbsp <- parse(text=paste(distributionspname, "(1,", udistributionspparameters,")")) 
rnumbext <- parse(text=paste(distributionextname, "(1,", udistributionextparameters,")")) 
# for a delta test of the algorithim 
#rnumbsp <- 0.5 
#rnumbext <- 0.6 
# tracing back the time for one species until origin 
trajectory  <- function (trace){ 
 #trace should indicate the edge number that is to be followed until the origin 
 trajectory  <- NULL 
 while ( length( which(edge[,2] == trace)) ){ 
    atual  <- which(edge[,2] == trace) 
    trajectory  <- c(edge.length[atual], trajectory) 
    trace  <- edge[atual,1] 
  } 
   return(trajectory) 
  } 
# tracing back the time for one species until the "until" 
trajectoryuntil  <- function (trace, until){ 
 #trace should indicate the edge number that is to be followed until the "until" 
 atual <- trace 
 trajectoryuntil  <- NULL 
 while ( trace != until ){ 
    atual  <- which(edge[,2] == trace) 
    trajectoryuntil  <- c(edge.length[atual], trajectoryuntil) 
    trace  <- edge[atual,1] 
  } 
   return(trajectoryuntil) 
  } 
bingo <- FALSE 
 
while (bingo == FALSE) # ######## while bingo start 
{ 
 stop <- FALSE 
 stopsearch <- FALSE 
 mytree <-list(edge=NULL, tip.label=NULL, edge.length=NULL, Nnode=NULL,  root.edge=NULL) 
 class(mytree) <- "phylo" 
 edge <- matrix(c(-1,-2), ncol=2) 
 leaves <- NULL 
 realleaves <- NULL 
 extinct <- NULL 
 realextinct <- NULL 
 age <- NULL 
 timeline <- NULL 
 extinct <- NULL 
 tip.label <- NULL 
 pnodges <- NULL 
 timeline <- NULL 
 
# initial if in case the (-1,-2) edge get extinct or bigger than age 
spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
#to remove NaN warnings messages 
{ 
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if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
{ 
 extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
} 
else 
{ 
 extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
} 
} 
# if to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by exp. distribution when 

rate equals zero 
{ 
if (is.nan(extt)) 
{ 
 extt <- NA # we add so that the sp will always occurs, and we will never have an extinction (later on, NA 

will be replaced by the age) 
} 
} 
 
{ 
if (spt <= extt | is.na(extt)) 
{ 
 status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
 edge.length <- spt 
 leaves <- -2 
} 
else 
{ 
 status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
 edge.length <- extt 
 extinct <- -2 
 stop <- TRUE 
} 
} 
 
godbook <- list(from=-1,to=-2, destiny=extt, age=edge.length[1], status=status) 
pnodges <- c(leaves, extinct) 
timeline <-edge.length[1] 
# for the while (increase of the tree) 
while (stop == FALSE)  
{ 
 stopsearch <- FALSE 
 positionnextsp <- which(timeline == min(timeline))[1] #ATTENTION, we take the first element since it 

can happen that we get two equal numbers 
 nextsp <- min(edge[,2]) 
 species <- pnodges[positionnextsp] 
 ptime <- timeline[positionnextsp] #ptime stands for PreviousTIME 
 pnodges <- pnodges[-positionnextsp] 
 timeline <- timeline[-positionnextsp] 
  
 #for the mother to prolong 
 i <- 1 
 edge <- rbind( edge, c(species, (nextsp - i))) 
 spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
 positiongodbook <- which(godbook$to == species) 
   
 # here we sample until the spt is bigger than the traject length of the leaf, because the process should 

be valid for speciation as for extinction. 
 # 
 ## 
 while (spt <= godbook$age[positiongodbook]){ 
  #print(paste("again.. because spt was=", spt)) 
  spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
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 } 
 # then here we cut the overall sampled speciation time (i.e. spt) to add only the additional age 
 spt <- spt - godbook$age[positiongodbook] 
 ## 
 # 
  
  
 godbook$age[positiongodbook] <-  godbook$age[positiongodbook] + spt 
 #on the case of the mother, we don't sample any more extinction time, since it has already been given 
  
 #here we see if there is speciation or extinction 
 { 
 if ( godbook$age[positiongodbook] <= godbook$destiny[positiongodbook] | 

is.na(godbook$destiny[positiongodbook])) 
 { 
  status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, spt) 
  leaves <- c(leaves, (nextsp - i)) 
  godbook$to[positiongodbook] <- nextsp -i 
  ntime <- spt 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, godbook$destiny[positiongodbook] - sum(  

trajectoryuntil(species,  godbook$from[which(godbook$to == species)]))) 
  extinct <- c(extinct, (nextsp - i)) 
  godbook$status[positiongodbook] <- status 
  ntime <- edge.length[length(edge.length)] 
 } 
 } 
 pnodges <- c(pnodges, (nextsp - i)) 
 timeline <- c(timeline, (ptime + ntime)) 
 godbook$to[positiongodbook] <- nextsp - i 
 
 #for the daughter lineage birth 
 i <- 2 
 edge <- rbind( edge, c(species, (nextsp - i))) 
 spt <- eval(rnumbsp) 
 #to remove NaN warnings messages 
 { 
 if (distributionextparameters[1] == 0) 
 { 
  extt <- suppressWarnings(eval(rnumbext)) 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  extt <- eval(rnumbext) 
 } 
 } 
 # if to see if the user simulates with extinction = ZERO and avoid error generated by exp. distribution 

when rate equals zero 
 { 
 if (is.nan(extt)) 
 { 
  extt <- NA # we add so that the sp will allways occurs, and we will never have an extinction 

(later on the NA will be replaced by the age) 
 } 
 } 
 godbook$from <- c(godbook$from, species) 
 godbook$to <- c(godbook$to, nextsp - i)  
 godbook$destiny <- c(godbook$destiny, extt) 
 godbook$age <- c(godbook$age, spt) 
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 { 
 if (spt <= extt | is.na(extt)) 
 { 
  status <- "sp" #occurred an speciation 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, spt) 
  leaves <- c(leaves, (nextsp - i)) 
  ntime <- spt 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  status <- "ext" #occurred an extinction 
  edge.length <- c(edge.length, extt) 
  extinct <- c(extinct, (nextsp - i)) 
  ntime <- extt 
 } 
 } 
 godbook$status <- c(godbook$status, status) 
 pnodges <- c(pnodges, (nextsp - i)) 
 timeline <- c(timeline, (ptime + ntime)) 
   
 # 
 leaves <- leaves[-which(leaves == species)] 
  
 #now we test for the smallest pnodge and see if there is the enough leaving creatures 
 while (stopsearch == FALSE) 
 { 
  { 
  if (length(pnodges) == 0) 
  { 
   stop <- TRUE  
   stopsearch <- TRUE 
  } 
  else 
  {    
   { 
   if (length(pnodges) >= m ) 
   { 
    #we achieved m species at least 
    bingo<- TRUE 
    stop <- TRUE 
    stopsearch <- TRUE 
    age <- min(timeline) 
    realleaves <- pnodges 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    positionsp <- which(timeline == min(timeline))[1] 
    #testing fit the smallest tested one is an extinct 
    { 
    if (pnodges[positionsp] %in% extinct) 
    { 
     #if it is on the extinct, we will remove it from the pnodges and 

timeline and add it to the realextinct 
     realextinct <- c(realextinct, pnodges[positionsp]) 
     pnodges <- pnodges[-positionsp] 
     timeline <- timeline[-positionsp] 
    } 
    else 
    { 
     stopsearch <- TRUE 
    } 
    } 
   } 
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   } 
  } 
  }  
 } 
} 
 
#Â after this point, all threes that are leaving this last while have at least m leaving species.... 
}# ######## while bingo finish 
 
extinct <- realextinct 
realleaves <- pnodges 
#cutting tree at desired age 
step <- 1 
for (step in 1: length(pnodges)) 
{ 
 traject <- trajectory(pnodges[step]) 
 traject <- traject[-length(traject)] 
 edge.length[which(edge[,2]==pnodges[step])] <- (age-sum(traject)) 
} 
 
# final if... in case of (stop == TRUE) , we write the tree "mytree" 
{ 
if (stop == TRUE)  
{ 
 #### replacing to the ape format 
 prealleaves <- realleaves 
 { 
 if (length(realleaves) > 0) 
 { 
  realleaves <- c(1:length(realleaves)) 
  i <- 1 
  for (i in 1:length(realleaves)) 
  { 
   edge[ which(edge[,2] == prealleaves[i]), 2 ] <- realleaves[i] 
  } 
       tip.label <- paste(labellivingsp, realleaves, sep = "") 
       } 
       } 
 pextinct <- extinct 
 { 
      if (length(extinct) > 0) 
       { 
  extinct <- c((length(realleaves)+1):(length(realleaves)+length(extinct))) 
  i <- 1 
  for (i in 1:length(extinct)) 
  { 
   edge[ which(edge[,2] == pextinct[i]), 2 ] <- extinct[i] 
  } 
   tip.label <- c(tip.label, paste(labelextinctsp, extinct, sep = "")) 
 } 
 } 
 #regarding the edges that lead to an extinct or leaving final species, but are not the final edges 
 potheredges <- levels(as.factor(edge[edge <0])) 
 otheredges <- rev(seq((max(realleaves, extinct)+1), length.out=length(potheredges))) 
 i <- 1 
 for (i in 1:length(potheredges)) 
 { 
  edge[ edge == potheredges[i] ] <- otheredges[i] 
 } 
 mytree$edge <- edge 
 mytree$tip.label <- tip.label 
 mytree$edge.length <- edge.length 
 mytree$Nnode <-  length(realleaves) + length(extinct) 
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 mytree$root.edge <- edge.length[1] 
}  
} 
 
#final handling before plotting to handle ape limitations 
{ 
if (length(realleaves) == 0) 
{ 
 # in case no specie is surviving until final simulation time 
 mytree <- 0 
} 
else 
{ 
 { 
 if ( length(realleaves) == 1 & complete == FALSE) 
 { 
  #in case only one specie is surviving, even if other speciations events occurred in the history 
  mytree <- 1 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  { 
  if (length(realleaves)==1 & length(extinct)==0 & complete==TRUE) 
  { 
   #in case only one species is surviving and was the only one that existed 
   mytree <- 1 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   #in case non of the above condition is fulfilled, there will be a tree with no initial 

branch, tree starts at the MRCA 
   #this is done to be able to plot and be compatible with `ape` package  
   mytree <- collapse.singles(mytree) 
   #checking status of 'complete' and take or dont take extinct species out of final tree 
   { 
   if (complete == FALSE)  
   { 
    mytree<- drop.fossil(mytree) 
   } 
   }   
  } 
  }   
 } 
 }  
} 
} 
#mytree 
return(mytree) 
} 
#example 
# mytree <- mytree.asymmetric.taxa(m=30, distributionspname="rexp", distributionspparameters=c(2), 

distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters=c(1), complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", 
labelextinctsp="ext.") 

# mytree <- mytree.asymmetric.taxa(m=10, distributionspname="rweibull", 
distributionspparameters=c(0.1,1), distributionextname="rexp", distributionextparameters=c(0), 
complete=TRUE, labellivingsp="sp.", labelextinctsp="ext.") 

# plot(mytree) 
SI 8 mytree.asymmetric.taxa.R code 
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Tree caching and categorizing 

################################################# 
#### TreeBase repository download and categorization treatment 
################################################# 

#caching empirical trees from TreeBase repository 
library(treebase) 

treebase <- cache_treebase()  
# run on the 16th September 2012 caching 9243 empirical trees in total 

# visualize emphirical trees. 
library(TreeSim) 
library(apTreeshape) 
treebaselist <- list("age", "kind","ultrametrictrue","ultrametricfalse","problematicwithas.treeshape", "maxbt", 
"minbt", "Nnode","realleaves","realleavesforlength", "extinct", "samesp", "gammaStat", "colless", "sackin", 
"maxlik.betasplit") 

numbtrees <- length(treebase) 
treeswithlength <- NULL # creates a list of trees that can be used for branching times statistics 
i <- 1 
# for mytree.sy.age 
for (i in i:numbtrees) 
{ 
 { 
 if ((class(treebase[[i]]) == "phylo")  ) 
 { 
  { 
  if (length(treebase[[i]]$edge.length) > 0 )  
  { 
   { 
   if (is.ultrametric(treebase[[i]]) == TRUE) 
   { 
    treebaselist$ultrametrictrue <- c(treebaselist$ultrametrictrue, i) 
    treebaselist$age <- c(treebaselist$maxbt , max(branching.times(treebase[[i]]))) 
    treebaselist$maxbt <- c(treebaselist$maxbt , max(branching.times(treebase[[i]]))) 
    treebaselist$minbt <- c(treebaselist$minbt, min(branching.times(treebase[[i]]))) 
    treebaselist$gammaStat <- c( treebaselist$gammaStat, gammaStat(treebase[[i]])) 
    treebaselist$realleavesforlength <- c(treebaselist$realleavesforlength, length(treebase[[i]]$tip.label)) 
    treeswithlength[[length(treeswithlength)+ 1]] <- treebase[[i]] 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    treebaselist$ultrametricfalse <- c(treebaselist$ultrametricfalse, i)  
   } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
  { 
  if((length(treebase[[i]]$tip.label) > 2)  & length(try(write.nexus(treebase[[i]] , file=paste("treebaseforbeta", 
numbtrees , ".nex", sep="")))) == 0 & length(try(as.treeshape(treebase[[i]]))) != 0 & treebase[[i]]$kind=="Species 
Tree") 

  { 
   { 
   if  (length(as.treeshape(treebase[[i]])) == 0) 
   { 
    treebaselist$problematicwithas.treeshape <- c(treebaselist$problematicwithas.treeshape, i) 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    treebaselist$kind <- c(treebaselist$kind , treebase[[i]]$kind) 
    treebaselist$Nnode <- c(treebaselist$Nnode, treebase[[i]]$Nnode ) 
    treebaselist$realleaves <- c(treebaselist$realleaves, length(treebase[[i]]$tip.label)) 
    treebaselist$colless <- c(treebaselist$colless,  colless(as.treeshape(treebase[[i]])))  
    treebaselist$sackin <- c(treebaselist$sackin,  sackin(as.treeshape(treebase[[i]]))) 
    write.nexus(  treebase[[i]] , file=paste("treebaseforbeta", numbtrees , ".nex", sep="")) 
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    forbeta <- read.nexus(paste("treebaseforbeta", numbtrees , ".nex", sep="")) 
    treebaselist$maxlik.betasplit <- c(treebaselist$maxlik.betasplit, maxlik.betasplit(forbeta, 
up=10)$max_lik )     

   }  
   } 
  } 
  }  
 } 
 else 
 { 
  { 
  if ( treebase[[i]] == 0) 
  { 
   treebaselist$extinct <- c(treebaselist$extinct, 1) 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   treebaselist$samesp <- c(treebaselist$samesp, 1) 
  } 
  } 
 } 
 } 
} 

save(treebaselist, treeswithlength, file="treebaselist.RData") 
SI 9 R code for caching and categorizing TreeBase trees 

 

Tests 

EG and crBD trees simulated by age 

 
SI 10 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with extinction rate of (0.5), simulated by age and 
corrected to yield 100 tips on average (10’000 simulations) 
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SI 11 Equivalent EBH and Yule trees, without extinction, simulated by age and corrected 
to yield 100 tips on average (100 simulations) 

 
SI 12 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with extinction rate of 0.5, simulated by age and 
corrected to yield 100 tips on average (100 simulations) 
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SI 13 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with high extinction rate (0.9), simulated by age and 
corrected to yield 100 tips on average (100 simulations) 
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EG and crBD trees simulated by taxa without GSA 

 
SI 14 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with extinction rate of 0.5, simulated by taxa 
number (10’000 simulations) 

 
SI 15 Equivalent EBH and Yule trees, simulated by taxa number (100 simulations) 
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SI 16 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with extinction rate of 0.5, simulated by taxa 
number (100 simulations) 

 

 
SI 17 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with extinction rate of 0.9 simulated by taxa 
number (100 simulations) 
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SI 18 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with varying waiting time until extinction, 
simulated by tips number. a) colless, b) sackin statistics 
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EG and crBD trees simulated by taxa with GSA 

 

 
SI 19 Equivalent EG and crBD trees, with high extinction rate and corrected for sampling 
error GSA, simulated by taxa number (100 simulations) 
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 WBH and Yule trees simulated by taxa 

 

 
SI 20 Equivalent WBH to Yule trees (100 simulations) 
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Age-dependent extinction 

Exponential speciation with age-dependent extinction  

 
 

 
SI 21 Exponential speciation with varying age-dependent extinction. a) colless, b) sackin 
statistics 

 
SI 22 Exponential speciation with age-dependent extinction. a) colless, b) sackin 
statistics 
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Age-dependent speciation 

Age-dependent speciation without extinction (WBH) 

 
SI 23 Age-dependent speciation without extinction and varying speciation distribution. 
a) colless, b) sackin statistics 
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Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction 

 

 
SI 24 Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction of 0.5, varying speciation 
(weibull distribution). a) colless, b) sackin statistics 
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SI 25 Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction of 0.9, varying speciation 
(weibull distribution). a) colless, b) sackin statistics 
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Age-dependent speciation and extinction 

 
SI 26 Age-dependent speciation and extinction for a fixed waiting time until speciation 
with corrected k for waiting time until extinction distribution for mean of two. a) 
colless, b) sackin statistics 
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SI 27 Age-dependent speciation and extinction for a fixed waiting time until speciation 
with corrected k for waiting time until extinction distribution for mean of 1/0.9. a) 
colless, b) sackin statistics 
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SI 28 Age-dependent speciation and extinction for a fixed waiting time until extinction. 
a) colless, b) sackin statistics 
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Fitting empirical trees 

Age-dependent speciation without extinction 

Symmetric for k=1 

 
SI 29 Colless statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 30 Sackin statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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 Asymmetric for k=1  

 
SI 31 Gamma statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with 
age-dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 32 Colless statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 33 Sackin statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 34 Beta statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH with 
øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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Symmetric for k=10  

 
SI 35 Gamma statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH 
with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 36 Colless statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH 
with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 37 Sackin statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH 
with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 38 Beta statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH 
with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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Asymmetric for k=10  

 

 
SI 39 Gamma statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with 
age-dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) 
WBH with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 40 Colless statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with 
age-dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) 
WBH with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 41 Sackin statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH 
with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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SI 42 Beta statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation without extinction and k=10. a) PDA, b) WBH with øS=0.3, c) WBH 
with øS=0.5, d) WBH with øS=0.7, e) Yule equivalent, f) WBH with øS=1.3 
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Age-dependent speciation with exponential extinction (mu=0.5) 

Symmetric 

 
SI 43 Gamma statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with 
varying age-dependent speciation with fixed age-independent extinction (µ=0.5) 
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SI 44 Colless statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with 
varying age-dependent speciation with fixed extinction (µ=0.5) 
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SI 45 Sackin statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with 
varying age-dependent speciation with fixed extinction (µ=0.5) 
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SI 46 Beta statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with varying 
age-dependent speciation with fixed age-independent extinction (µ=0.5)
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Asymmetric 

 

 
SI 47 Gamma statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with 
varying age-dependent speciation with fixed extinction (µ=0.5) 
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SI 48 Gamma statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with 
varying age-dependent speciation with fixed extinction (µ=0.5) 
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SI 49 Sackin statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with 
varying age-dependent speciation with fixed extinction (µ=0.5) 
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SI 50 Beta statistics fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with 
varying age-dependent speciation with fixed extinction (µ=0.5) 
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Age-dependent speciation and extinction 

Symmetric 

 
SI 51 Colless statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until speciation 
with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE (k corrected for mean 
time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e) 1.3, f) 10 
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SI 52 Sackin statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of symmetric model with age-
dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until speciation 
with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE (k corrected for mean 
time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e) 1.3, f) 10 
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Asymmetric 

 

 
SI 53 Gamma statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until speciation 
with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE (k corrected for mean 
time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e) 1.3, f) 10 
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SI 54 Colless statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until speciation 
with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE (k corrected for mean 
time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e) 1.3, f) 10 
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SI 55 Sackin statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until speciation 
with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE (k corrected for mean 
time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e) 1.3, f) 10 
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SI 56 Beta statistic fits to empirical trees (black dots) of asymmetric model with age-
dependent speciation and extinction. Weibull-distributed waiting time until speciation 
with øS=0.5 (k corrected for mean time of one) and varying øE (k corrected for mean 
time of two). a)0, b)0.5, c)0.7, d)1, e) 1.3, f) 10 

 


